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Introduction

 Evolution of programming

 Architecture-oriented

 Concerned with internal structure of a
computer.

 Dealing with registers and hardware addresses.

 Very little abstraction in problem solving.

 Programming in low level languages: machine
language, assembly language, etc.

 Operation-oriented

 Free from internal architecture.

 Higher level of abstraction in problem solving.

 Data and code are separated: reflecting internal
workings of a computer.

 Program design with focus on control flow.

 Programming in high level languages: Pascal,
C, etc.
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 Object-oriented

 Free from internal architecture and operations.

 Very high level of abstraction in problem
solving.

 Program design with focus on integrated data
and code, known as object.

 A more realistic way of representing the world
in general.

 Programming in object-oriented languages:
Smalltalk, C++, Java, etc.
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 Java is an object-oriented programming language.

 Data abstraction

 User-defined new data types, known as abstract
data types (ADTs), are supported.

 An ADT is a high-level description of a type,
focusing on what one can do with the type,
rather than actual representation of the data.

 Inheritance

 A process by which new classes can be created
based on existing classes without reinventing
the wheel.

 The new class inherits the functionality of the
inherited class, a mechanism by which code
reusability is facilitated.

 Polymorphism

 A phenomenon in which one interface with
many different implementations is allowed.

 New implementations can thus be added to a
completed system without rewriting it.
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 A brief history of Java

 Started as a special project in 1991 in Sun
Microsystems

 Code name "green".

 Led by James Gosling to design a small
computer language for consumer devices like
cable TV switch boxes.

 Features of the language included minimum
use of power and memory, small executable
code, and hardware independent.

 Code to be generated should be in an
intermediate format that can run on a
hypothetical machine, known as a virtual
machine.

 In need of an interpreter to translate and
execute the intermediate code.

 The language developed is based on C++:

 Most Sun engineers come from a UNIX
background.

 Was initially named oak.
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 It is alleged that he liked the look of an oak
tree that was right outside his office window
at Sun.

 Name changed to Java after the Sun people
realized that oak was an existing language.

 Webrunner, first Java-based Web browser, was
released in 1994.

 It was later renamed to HotJava.

 Taking off in 1995

 Netscape endorsed Java in 1995.

 Java applets were able to run in Navigator
2.0

 IBM licensed Java in 1995.

 IBM made a commitment to support Java on
its systems.

 Microsoft announced its support of Java in
1995.

 Microsoft made it public its intent to
optimize Java for Windows.
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 Sun forms JavaSoft to develop Java-based
products and work with third party developers in
1996.

 JDK 1.0 was released in 1996.

 Sun started shipping out JDK 1.0 -- a Java
programming environment, including Java
Applet Viewer, Java Compiler, and Java
Virtual Machine.

 JDK 1.1 was released in 1997

 Remote method invocation and object
serialization.

 Inner classes.

 JavaBeans.

 Secure applets.

 JDBC: Java interface to ODBC databases.

 JDK 1.2 was released in 1998.

 Better graphics.

 Java IDL: CORBA-compliant technology for
distributed objects.
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 What is Java?

 Both a programming language and a platform

 As a programming language  [Gosl 96]1

 Simple
 Object-oriented
 Distributed
 Robust
 Secure
 Architecture Neutral
 Portable
 Interpreted
 High Performance
 Multithreaded
 Dynamic

 As a platform

 Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
 Java Application Programming Interface (API)

1 James Gosling and Henry McGilton, "The Java Language Environment", A White Paper,
May 1996, http://java.sun.com/docs/white/langenv
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 JVM

 Provides a Java run-time environment for the
execution of Java programs.

 Executes Java bytecodes generated by a Java
compiler.

 Also performs garbage collection, security
check, etc.

 Is completely implemented in software.

 Since the execution of bytecodes is
"interpreted", it is about 10 to 20 times slower
than hardware execution.

 However, bytecodes can be translated into
native machine codes before execution to
improve speed.

 As an example, the Just-In-Time (JIT)
compilation, a facility supported in Internet
Explorer, takes the Java bytecode as a source
program and compiles it into a local machine
language program.

 As an attempt to improve performance, Sun has
implemented some JVM in hardware.
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 Different types of Java programs

 Java application

 A standalone program runs directly on a Java
platform.

 Java applet

 A Java program runs on a Java-enabled
browser.

 Java servlet

 A Java program runs on a Java server.

 Java slogan

Write once, run anywhere.
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 Java program generation and processing

<Application>

<Applet>

<Applet/Application>
n

Text editor

Java source code
filename.java

javadocJava compiler
javac

javah

Java bytecodes
filename.class

Java interpreter
java

HTML
docs

C/C++
Header files

HTML file
filename.html

browser/appletviewer

Results

Explicitly seen/executed by users

Invoked/linked on behalf of users
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 A simple example

 A Java application program to display a
message [C&W 98: p.10]2

 Java source program (HelloWorldApp.java)

 To compile the source program

 UNIX:

javac HelloWorldApp.java

 DOS shell  (Windows 95/98/NT):
javac HelloWorldApp.java

2 Mary Campione and Kathy Walrath, The Java Tutorial, 2nd ed., Addison-Wesley, 1998, p.
10.

/*
* The HelloWorldApp class implements an application that
* simply displays "Hello World!" to the standard output.
*/
class  HelloWorldApp {

public  static  void  main(String[] args) {
System.out.println("Hello World!");  //Display the string.

}
}
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* Upon successful compilation, the Java compiler
creates the file HelloWorldApp.class containing
platform-independent bytecodes in the same Java
source file (HelloWorldApp.java) directory.

 To run the Java application program

 UNIX:

java HelloWorldApp

 DOS shell (Windows 95/98/NT):

java HelloWorldApp

 The following output should appear in your
current window:

Hello World!

* For the UNIX and Windows 95/98/NT JDK, the
argument to the Java interpreter is the name of the
class to run, not the name of the file that contains
the class. Be sure to capitalize the class name
exactly as shown above.
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 Another example

 A Java applet to display a message [C&W 98]3

 Java source program (HelloWorld.java)

 To compile the source program

 UNIX:

javac HelloWorld.java

 DOS shell  (Windows 95/98/NT):

javac HelloWorld.java

* Again, if the compilation succeeds, the file
HelloWorld.class will be created in the same
directory where the source file is located.

3 Mary Campione and Kathy Walrath, The Java Tutorial, 2nd ed., Addison-Wesley, 1998, p.
23.

import  java.applet.Applet;
import  java.awt.Graphics;

public  class  HelloWorld  extends  Applet {
public  void  paint(Graphics g) {

g.drawString("Hello world!", 50, 25);
}

}
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 To run the Java applet

 Needs to be invoked from a browser or an
appletviewer.

 Given the following HTML example:

 An output similar to the following will appear
in your browser:

 For more information:

http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/getStarted/index.html

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> A Simple Program </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Here is the output of my program:
<APPLET CODE="HelloWorld.class" WIDTH=150
HEIGHT=25></APPLET>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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 Java is not a better C++

 Java does not support:

 Pointers and pointer arithmetic.

 Operator overloading.

 Multiple inheritance.

 Passing functions as parameters.

 Enumerated types.

 Bit fields.

 Variable-length argument list.

 Header files.

 Preprocessing.

 Conditional compilation.

 Global variables.

 Copy constructors.

 Destructors.

 extern.

 free/delete.

 goto.
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 inline.

 struct and union.

 template.

 Try not to form preconception about Java based
on your knowledge of C/C++.

 Java myths

 Java is good only for the Web.

 Java is cross-platform.

 Java is simple.

 All software should be developed in Java.
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 Java resources

 Web sites:

 http://java.sun.com
Current information on Java and related topics

 http://www.javasoft.com
The developers of Java

 http://www.gamelan.com
Lots of Java applets and source code

 http://www.microsoft.com/visualj
Microsoft's Visual J++ home page

 http://metalab.unc.edu/javafaq/javafaq.html
A good jump point for questions

 http://www.ora.com/publishing/java
O'Reilly's home page devoted to their Java
series

 http://www.cs.princeton.edu/sip
Current status on Java's security issues
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 Books

 The Java Programming Language, 2nd ed., Ken
Arnold and James Gosling, Addison Wesley,
1998.

 Java in a Nutshell, 2nd ed., David Flanagan,
O'Reilly, 1997

 The Java Tutorial, 2nd ed., Mary Campione and
Kathy Walrath, Addison Wesley, 1998.

 Core Java 2  Volume I-Fundamentals, Cay
Horstmann and Gary Cornell, Prentice Hall,
1999.

 Core Web Programming, Marty Hall, Prentice
Hall, 1998

 Just Java and Beyond, 3rd ed., Peter van der
Linden, Prentice Hall, 1998.

 Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days, Laura Lemay
and Charles L. Perkins, 2nd ed, SAMS net,
1998.

 Using Java 2 Platform, Special Edition, Joseph
Weber, QUE, 1998.
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 Usenet newsgroups

 comp.lang.java.announce

 comp.lang.java.beans

 comp.lang.java.databases

 comp.lang.java.gui

 comp.lang.java.help

 comp.lang.java.machine

 comp.lang.java.security

 comp.lang.java.programmer

 comp.lang.java.softwaretools
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 A quick walk through Java

 Example: output to the screen

 Program output

1  /* OutToScreen
2     This program prints some information of Sam Hsu.
3     Key points:
4 - To do I/O, the Java.io package is needed.
5 - Need to declare a class with the following syntax
6           public class ClassName
7       where
8         . public is optional. If used, it means global visibility; otherwise
9           only known within the package it is defined.

10         . class is a keyword used to indicate this is a class.
11         . ClassName is user-defined. By convention, the first letter of a word
12           in the class name is in Cap.
13 - Need to declare a main() method for applications. Its signature is
14           public static void main(String[] args)
15 - Use System.out.print() method to output to the screen.
16       It takes only one argument; however, if multiple arguments are desired,
17       they need to be concatenated together to form a single aggregate one by
18       using the "+" operator.
19  */
20  import java.io.*;                  // .* refers to all its subpackages
21  public class OutToScreen  {
22    public static void main(String[] args)  {
23        String first = "Sam",  last  = "Hsu";
24        String email = "sam@cse.fau.edu", www = "www.cse.fau.edu/~sam";
25        System.out.println("Hello! My name is " + first + " " + last);
26        System.out.println("Email: " + email + "; WWW: " + www);
27    }
28  }  // OutToScreen

Hello! My name is Sam Hsu
Email: sam@cse.fau.edu; WWW: www.cse.fau.edu/~sam
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 Example: simple arithmetic operations

 Program output

1  /* SimpArith
2     This program illustrates some simple Java arithmetic operations.

3     + addition
4 - substraction
5     * multiplication
6     / division
7     % remainder
8     ++ increment
9 -- decrement

10  */

11  import java.io.*;

12  public class SimpArith  {

13    public static void main(String[] args)  {
14        int add = 1 + 2, sub = 3 - 4, mul = 5 * 6, div = 7 / 8, mod = 9 % 10;
15        double dadd = 1.0+2.0, dsub = 3.0-4.0, dmul = 5.0*6.0, ddiv = 7.0/8.0;

16        System.out.print("1 + 2 = " + add + "; 3 - 4 = " + sub);
17        System.out.print("; 5 * 6 = " + mul + "; 7 / 8 = " + div);
18        System.out.println("; 9 % 10 = " + mod);

19        System.out.print("1.0 + 2.0 = " + dadd + "; 3.0 - 4.0 = " + dsub);
20        System.out.println("; 5.0 * 6.0 = " + dmul + "; 7.0 / 8.0 = " + ddiv);

21        int preAdd = ++add, postSub = sub--;
22        System.out.print("preAdd = "  + preAdd + "; add = " + add);
23        System.out.println("; postSub = "  + postSub + "; sub = " + sub);
24    }
25  }  // SimpArith

1 + 2 = 3; 3 - 4 = -1; 5 * 6 = 30; 7 / 8 = 0; 9 % 10 = 9
1.0 + 2.0 = 3.0; 3.0 - 4.0 = -1.0; 5.0 * 6.0 = 30.0; 7.0 / 8.0 = 0.875
preAdd = 4; add = 4; postSub = -1; sub = -2
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 Example: simple boolean operations

 Program output

1  /* SimpBool
2     This program illustrates some simple Java boolean operations.

3     >   greater than
4     >=  greater than or equal to
5     <   less than
6     <=  less than or equal to
7     ==  equal to
8     !=  not equal to
9     &&  logical AND

10     ||  logical OR
11     !   negation
12  */

13  import java.io.*;

14  public class SimpBool  {

15    public static void main(String[] args)  {
16        boolean gt = 1 > 2, lt = 3 < 4, eq = 5 == 6, ne = 7 != 8,
17                ge = 9 >= 10, le = 11 <= 12;
18        boolean logAnd = gt && lt, logOr = eq || ne, neg = !true;

19        System.out.print("(1 > 2) = " + gt + "; (3 < 4) = " + lt);
20        System.out.println("; (5 == 6) = " + eq + "; (7 != 8) = " + ne);
21        System.out.println("(9 >= 10) = " + ge + "; (10 <= 11) = " + le);
22        System.out.print("(1 > 2) && (3 < 4) = " + logAnd);
23        System.out.print("; (5 == 6) || (7 != 8) = " + logOr);
24        System.out.println("; !true = " + neg);
25    }
26  }  // SimpBool

(1 > 2) = false; (3 < 4) = true; (5 == 6) = false; (7 != 8) = true
(9 >= 10) = false; (10 <= 11) = true
(1 > 2) && (3 < 4) = false; (5 == 6) || (7 != 8) = true; !true = false
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 Example: simple bitwise operations

 Program output

1  /* SimpBitwise
2     This program illustrates some simple Java bitwise operations.

3     >>   shift right
4     <<   shift left
5     >>>  shift right (unsigned)
6     &    bitwise AND
7     | bitwise OR
8     ^    exclusive OR
9     ~    one's complement

10  */

11  import java.io.*;

12  public class SimpBitwise  {

13    public static void main(String[] args)  {
14        byte sr = 255 >> 2, sl = 16 << 2,  sru = 255 >>> 2;
15        byte ba = 2 & 7, bo = 2 | 7, eo = 2 ^ 7;
16        byte oc = ~0;
17        int isr = -1 >> 2, isru = -1 >>> 2;

18        System.out.print("(255 >> 2) = " + sr + "; (16 << 2) = " + sl);
19        System.out.println("; (255 >>> 2) = " + sru);
20 System.out.print("(2 & 7) = " + ba + "; (2 | 7) = " + bo);
21        System.out.println("; (2 ^ 7) = " + eo);
22        System.out.println(" ~0 = " + oc);
23        System.out.println("(-1 >> 2) = " + isr + "; (-1 >>> 2) = " + isru);
24    }
25  }  // SimpBitwise

(255 >> 2) = 63; (16 << 2) = 64; (255 >>> 2) = 63
(2 & 7) = 2; (2 | 7) = 7; (2 ^ 7) = 5
~0 = -1
(-1 >> 2) = -1; (-1 >>> 2) = 1073741823
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 Example: simple control statements

 Program output

1  /* SimpCtrl
2     This program illustrates some simple Java control flow statements.

3     if/else
4     for loop
5     while loop
6  */

7  import java.io.*;

8  public class SimpCtrl  {

9    public static void main(String[] args)  {
10        int a = 10, b = 20, j = 0;

11        if ( a > b) {
12            System.out.println(a + " is greater than " + b);
13        } else {
14            System.out.println(a + " is not greater than " + b);
15        }

16        while (a > 0) {
17            a--;
18        }
19        System.out.println("The value of a is now " + a);

20 for (int i = 0; i < b; i++) {      // i is local to for loop
21            j = i;                                // to keep value of i in j
22        }
23        System.out.println("The value of j is now " + j);
24    }
25  }  // SimpCtrl

10 is not greater than 20
The value of a is now 0
The value of j is now 19
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 Example: defining a method
1  /* DefMethod
2     This program illustrates how to define a simple method.
3     General syntax of a method:   datatype methodName(parameter list)
4     By convention, the first letter of a method name is in lower case.
5     Note: A static method is defined in this program, since main() must be
6     defined as static. A static method can only reference static members.
7     We will learn how to get around that later.
8     Also illustrated here is the switch construct.
9  */

10  import java.io.*;
11  public class DefMethod  {
12    public static void main(String[] args)  {
13        dayOfWeek(1);       // a call to method dayOfWeek()
14        dayOfWeek(6); // anoter call to method dayOfWeek()
15        dayOfWeek(10);      // 3rd call, but with a wrong argument
16    }
17    static void dayOfWeek(int day) {
18        switch(day) {
19          case 1: System.out.println("You entered for Monday");
20 break;         // to break out of 1: will fall thru otherwise
21          case 2: System.out.println("You entered for Tuesday");
22             break;
23          case 3: System.out.println("You entered for Wednesday");
24             break;
25          case 4: System.out.println("You entered for Thursday");
26             break;
27          case 5: System.out.println("You entered for Friday");
28             break;
29          case 6:  // 6 & 7 have the same operation. Control falls through
30          case 7: System.out.println("You entered for Weekend");
31             break;
32          default:   // if none of the above
33             System.out.println("You entered a wrong value");
34        }  //  switch
35    }   // dayOfWeek
36  }  // DefMethod
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 Program output

 Example: accessing command-line arguments

 Program output

Note: user input is in bold.

1  /* CmdLnArg
2     This program illustrates how to access command-line arguments.

3     args, a user-defined parameter name, contains argument values.
4     However, not like in C/C++, args[0] is the FIRST argument, not
5     the command name.
6     The number of arguments is accessible via args.length.
7  */

8  import java.io.*;

9  public class CmdLnArg  {

10    public static void main(String[] args)  {

11        for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++)
12            System.out.println("args[" + i + "] = " + args[i]);
13    }
14  }  // CmdLnArg

java CmdLnArg  Hello  World!

args[0] = Hello
args[1] = World!

You entered for Monday
You entered for Weekend
You entered a wrong value
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 Example: using arrays

 Program output

1  /* ArySort
2     This program illustrates how to use arrays.
3     Also illustrated is how to pass an array to a method.
4     Note: All method calls in Java are call by value; however, an array name
5     is a reference type. You may consider that its address is passed in.
6     A simple bubble sort is used to sort the integer array passed in.
7     In addition, the do/while construct is also introduced.
8  */
9  import java.io.*;

10  public class ArySort  {
11    public static void main(String[] args)  {
12      int[] iArray = {30, 50, 40, 20, 10};
13      sort(iArray);
14      for (int i = 0; i < iArray.length; i++)
15          System.out.print(iArray[i] + ",");
16      System.out.println();
17    }
18    static void sort(int iAry []) {
19      boolean changed;
20      do  {
21          changed = false;
22          for (int i = 0; i < iAry.length-1; i++) {
23              if (iAry[i+1] < iAry[i]) {
24                  int temp = iAry[i];        // need a temp var
25 iAry[i] = iAry[i+1];
26                  iAry[i+1] = temp;
27                  changed = true;
28               }
29          }
30      } while (changed);                     // loop till false
31    }  // bubble sort with flag
32  }  // ArySort

10,20,30,40,50,
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 Example: multiple classes in a file

1  /* ArySort2
2     This program is similar to ArySort.java; however, sort() is defined in a
3     different class.

4     New features include:
5     . a new way of initializing an array.
6     . Show different constructors of a class and ways of invoking them.
7     . sort() is no need to be static, since it is invoked via an instance.
8     . Use printAry method to print arrays.

9     Also note: Only one public class is allowed in a file, and the filename
10     must be the same as the public class name.
11  */

12  import java.io.*;

13  public class ArySort2  {

14    public static void main(String[] args)  {
15      int [] iArray = {30, 50, 40, 20, 10},
16             kArray = {35, 55, 75, 95, 15}, jArray;  // jArray not init'ed
17      jArray = new int [] {80, 70, 90, 60, 100};    // to init kArray

18      new SortAry(iArray);                // invoke constructor method
19      printAry(iArray);

20      new SortAry().sort(jArray);       // invoke default constructor
21      printAry(jArray);

22      SortAry sa = new SortAry();     // an object of SortAry
23      sa.sort(kArray);
24      printAry(kArray);

25    }
26    static void printAry(int[] iAry)  {   // a static method
27      for (int i = 0; i < iAry.length; i++)
28          System.out.print(iAry[i] + ",");
29      System.out.println();
30    }
31  }  // ArySort2
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 Program output

32  class SortAry {
33    SortAry() {}             // a default constructor doing nothing

34    SortAry(int iAry [])  {  // a constructor method, will sort its argument
35        sort(iAry);
36    }

37    void sort(int iAry []) {  // no need to be static
38      boolean changed;
39      do  {
40          changed = false;
41          for (int i = 0; i < iAry.length-1; i++) {
42 if (iAry[i+1] < iAry[i]) {
43                  int temp = iAry[i];        // need a temp variable
44                  iAry[i] = iAry[i+1];
45                  iAry[i+1] = temp;
46                  changed = true;
47               }
48          }
49      } while (changed);                     // loop till false
50    }  // bubble sort with flag
51  }  // SortAry

10,20,30,40,50,
60,70,80,90,100,
15,35,55,75,95,
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 Example: simple string/number conversions

 Program output

1  /* ConvNumStr
2     This program illustrates simple str to num, and num to str conversions.

3     Assume initial principle 10,000; simple monthly interest rate 0.005;
4     computer year-end interest, and total.

5     Use Integer.parseInt(strInt) for string to integer conversion.
6     Use new Float(strFloat).floatValue() for string to float conversion.
7     Use String.vauleOf(number) for number to string conversion.
8     Note: System.out.print(number) will do the same conversion too,
9     if computation of numbers is parenthesized.

10  */

11  import java.io.*;
12  import java.lang.*;

13  public class ConvNumStr  {

14    public static void main(String[] args)  {
15        String amount = "10000", rate = "0.005", total = "";
16        int month = 12;
17        float yearEnd = (float)0.0;        // 0.0 is double, need explicit cast

18        yearEnd = Integer.parseInt(amount) // convert strInt to int
19                  * (new Float(rate)).floatValue()  // convert strFloat to float
20                  * month;
21        System.out.println("Year-end interest total = " + yearEnd);

22        // convert number to string
23        total = String.valueOf(Integer.parseInt(amount) + yearEnd);
24        System.out.println("Total amount at year end = " + total);
25        // same as System.out.println((Integer.parseInt(amount) + yearEnd));
26    }
27  }  // ConvNumStr

Year-end interest total = 600.0
Total amount at year end = 10600.0
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 Example:  character echo

 Program output

1  /* EchoChar
2     Java has 3 standard I/O byte streams: System.in, System.out & System.err.
3     This program illustrates how to use in and output for simple terminal I/O.

4     System.in.read() reads a single byte or an array of bytes. It returns the
5     byte read, or num of bytes read, or -1 if EOF has been reached.

6     Sytem.out.write() will print out one character at a time.

7     Note: The main method has been declared to throw IOException, this is
8     because of the read() operation. This is a shortcut to the try/catch
9     construct: i.e., read() should be wrapped in its try/catch clause, instead

10 of a global exception handling phrase. However, this practice is allowed
11     in prototyping, and sometimes for program readability.
12  */

13  import java.io.*;

14  class EchoChar {
15    public static void main(String[] args)  throws IOException {
16        int inChar;                                   // must be int because of EOF

17        while ((inChar = System.in.read()) != -1)   {// read & test
18            System.out.write(inChar);      // print one character at a time
19            // or System.out.print((char)inChar);
20        }
21    }
22  }  // class EchoChar

This is console echo
This is console echo
How are you?
How are you?
^D
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 Example: line echo

1  /* EchoStr
2     This program is similar to EchoChar; however, it reads one complete line
3     at a time, and then echoes the line out.

4     The bytes read are first stored in a byte array, which is reasonably
5     large enough to hold a line. The EOL character '\n' is also read and
6     stored in the byte array buffer.

7     The byte array needs to be converted into a string before printing.
8  */

9  import java.io.*;

10  class EchoStr {
11    public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
12        int nread;                                   // to count bytes read
13 byte bArray[] = new byte[256];  // a byte array of 256 bytes for read

14        while ((nread = System.in.read(bArray)) != -1) {
15            // convert input bytes to a string without ending '\n'
16            String str = new String(bArray, 0, nread-1);
17            System.out.println(str);
18        }
19    }
20  }  // class EchoStr
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 Example: reading an integer

 Program output

1  /* ReadInt
2     This program illustrates how to read an integer from keyboard.

3     Since all input from keyboard are in byte format, the number will be
4 stored in a byte array first. The contents in the byte array need to be
5     converted into a string, and then converted again into an integer.

6     Notice that NumberFormatException has been included in this program to
7     deal with non-integer input, since a user may have typos.

8     The integer entered will be multiplied by 10 before printing to show that
9     it is indeed a numeric value.

10     Note: Stripping '\n' from the byte buffer is necessary; otherwise Java
11     will complain at run-time.
12  */

13  import java.io.*;
14  import java.lang.*;

15  class ReadInt {
16    public static void main(String[] args)
17        throws IOException, NumberFormatException {
18        byte bArray[] = new byte[256];

19        int nread = System.in.read(bArray);
20        String strInt = new String(bArray, 0, nread-1);  // strip '\n'
21        int iNo = Integer.parseInt(strInt);
22        System.out.println(iNo * 10);        // to show it is a number
23    }
24  }  // class ReadInt

55
550
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 Example: reading a float

 Program output

1  /* ReadFloat
2     This program illustrates how to process a float read from keyboard.

3     Similar to ReadInt, the float number read from the keyboard will be stored
4     in a byte array, and then convert into a string before becoming numeric.

5     More for float, we need to create a Float object out of the string float.
6     This time, we wrap the float conversion statements in a try/catch
7     clause. It is the way supposed to be, even it makes the program a bit
8     hard to read.

9 Again, the number is multiplied by 10 before printing.
10  */

11  import java.io.*;
12  import java.lang.*;

13  class ReadFloat {
14    public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
15        byte bArray[] = new byte[256];

16        int nread = System.in.read(bArray);
17        String strFloat = new String(bArray, 0, nread-1);  // strip '\n'

18        try {
19            float fNo = (new Float(strFloat)).floatValue();  // need a float object
20            System.out.println(fNo * 10);     // to show it is a number
21        } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
22                System.out.println(nfe);
23        }
24    }
25  }  // class ReadFloat

5.9
59.0

5t.9
java.lang.NumberFormatException: 5t.9
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 Example: reading integers

 Program output

1  /* ReadInts
2     This program read in integers, each separated by a comma, on one
3     line in byte format from keyboard.

4     Then, find one string integer at a time, using StringTokenizer(),
5     .  Convert the string into numeric integer; user may make mistakes,
6     .  Print the integer out.
7  */

8  import java.io.*;
9  import java.util.*;

10  class ReadInts {
11    public static void main(String[] args) {
12        byte bArray[] = new byte[256];

13        try {
14            int nRead = System.in.read(bArray);
15            String strInts = new String(bArray, 0, nRead-1);  // strip '\n'

16            StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(strInts, ",");  // delimeter ','
17            int iNo;
18            while (st.hasMoreTokens())  {  // more integer to process?
19                iNo = Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken());
20                System.out.println(iNo);
21            }
22        } catch (IOException ioe) {
23            System.out.println(ioe);
24        } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
25            System.out.println(nfe);
26        }
27    }
28  }  // class ReadInts

12,345,6t8,90

12
345
java.lang.NumberFormatException: 6t8
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 Example: saving console input to file

 Program output

1  /* ConsToFile
2     This program saves user console input to a file.

3 Class FileOutputStream is needed for outputing bytes to a file.
4     Output filename is passed as a commandline argument.
5     Command Syntax:   java  ConsToFile  filename
6  */

7  import java.io.*;

8  class ConsToFile {
9    public static void main(String[] args) {

10        try {
11            FileOutputStream outFile = new FileOutputStream(args[0]);

12            int inChar;
13            while ((inChar = System.in.read()) != -1)
14                outFile.write(inChar);
15        } catch (IOException ioe) {
16            System.out.println(ioe);
17        }
18    }
19  }  // class ConsToFile

Java  ConsToFile  dataFile

Hello World!
EOF
^D
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 Example: printing file to console

 Program output

1  /* FileToCons
2     This program will display the contents of a file.

3     Class FileInputStream is needed for reading bytes from a file.
4     Input filename is passed as a commandline argument.
5     Command Syntax:   java  FileToCons  filename
6  */

7  import java.io.*;

8  class FileToCons {
9    public static void main(String[] args) {

10        try {
11            FileInputStream inFile = new FileInputStream(args[0]);

12            int inChar;
13            while ((inChar = inFile.read()) != -1)
14                System.out.write(inChar);
15        } catch (IOException ioe) {
16                System.out.println(ioe);
17        }
18    }
19  }  // class FileToCons

java  FileToCons  dataFile

Hello World!
EOF
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 Example: contemporary console input

 Program output
55
55

1  /* ConsIn
2     This program illustrates a fashionable way of input from console.

3     Input data in byte format will be coming in from System.in. The incoming
4     byte stream will then go through InputStreamReader for converting to a
5     Unicode character stream. The input characters are then buffered via
6     BufferedReader for better performance purposes.

7     This way of connecting classes together is called chaining, or wrapping.
8     For example, in this program we chain InputStreamReader to System.in, or
9     wrap BufferedReader around InputStreamReader, etc.

10     Note: InputStreamReader supports some standard read() methods, and
11     BufferedReader provides a readLine() method to read a line of text.
12  */

13  import java.io.*;
14  import java.lang.*;

15  class ConsIn {
16    public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {

17        InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(System.in);
18        BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);

19        String strInt = br.readLine();
20        try {
21            int iNo = Integer.parseInt(strInt);
22 System.out.println(iNo);           // to print the number out
23        } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
24            System.out.println(nfe);
25        }
26    }
27  }  // class ConsIn
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 Example: file copy
1  /* FileCopy
2     This program illustrates file copy.

3     FileInputStream is used for input. FileOutputStream is used for output.
4     Input/out filenames are the 1st/2nd commandline arguments respectively.

5     A method srcToSink() is used for actual file copy, which copies one
6     byte at a time from source to destination.
7     Both open input/out files are closed explicitly when done.
8     Command Syntax:   java  FileCopy  inputFilename  outputFilename
9  */

10  import java.io.*;

11  class FileCopy {
12    public static void main(String[] args) {
13        try  {
14            FileInputStream inFile = new FileInputStream(args[0]);
15            FileOutputStream outFile = new FileOutputStream(args[1]);

16            srcToSink(inFile, outFile);

17            inFile.close();       // to close input file
18            outFile.close();     // to close output file

19        } catch (IOException ioe)  {
20            System.out.println("FileCopy error: " + ioe);
21        }
22    }  // main

23    static void srcToSink(FileInputStream src, FileOutputStream sink) {
24        int inChar;

25        try  {
26            while  ((inChar = src.read()) != -1)  {   // test for EOF
27                sink.write(inChar);
28            }
29        } catch (IOException ioe)  {
30            System.out.println("srcToSink error: " + ioe);
31        }
32    }  // srcToSink
33  }  // class FileCopy
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Java Input/Output

 Java I/O (input/output)

 Java I/O is defined in terms of streams.

 A stream in Java is an ordered sequence of data
that has a source or a destination.

 A data source is generally known as an input
stream.

 A data destination is generally known as an
output stream or sink.

 A stream is a carrier of data.

 It provides a pipeline for moving data
between objects.

 Streams do not generate data themselves.

 Java streams also provide the following
capabilities:

 Buffering data.

 Filtering data.
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 Parsing data into tokens.

 Java streams are modular in design.

 Each type of stream is designed for a
specific purpose.

 Streams of different types can be chained
together to achieve a complex task.

 Java supports two major types of I/O streams.

 Byte streams (8-bit bytes):

 Also called input streams and output
streams.

 Relevant class names end in
InputStream/OutputStream.

 Character streams (16-bit Unicode characters):

 Also called readers and writers.

 Relevant class names end in
Reader/Writer.
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 Character streams provide automatic
character-to-byte mapping.

 The underlying character encoding details
are shielded from programmers.

 Useful for internationalization of
applications.

 Java I/O functionality is designed to be
symmetric.

 For nearly every input stream, there is a
corresponding output stream.

 For most input or output byte streams, there is
a corresponding reader or writer character
stream of similar functionality, and vice versa.

 Each I/O stream offers just one type of service.

 One needs to chain different streams together
to get the processing desired.

 I/O streams are chained by passing one
stream as an argument to the constructor of
another.
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 Also commonly known as wrapping one
object around another, layering one
stream constructor onto another, etc.

 Three predefined streams

 There are three predefined byte streams which are
open automatically when a program is invoked.

 Also known as standard streams:

 System.in  an InputStream used to read
bytes from the keyboard.

 System.out  a PrintStream used to display
bytes to the screen.

 System.err  another PrintStream used to
display error messages in the byte format to
the screen.

Note: For some reason, System.out is the only
PrintStream supposed to be used for printing
output. Programmers are encouraged to use
PrintWriter instead  [A&G 98: p. 240]1.

1 Ken Arnold and James Gosling, The Java Programming Language, 2nd ed., Addison
Wesley, 1998, p. 240.
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 These 3 standard streams are provided for
interactive I/O.

 But only intended for low volume I/O, and
debugging purposes.

 They may be redirected to a file.

 Three methods are provided:

 System.SetIn()

 System.SetOut()

 System.SetErr()
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 Character stream I/O

 Two major character I/O classes: Reader and
Writer

 They are two abstract classes that provide basic
character I/O functions.

 Actual I/Os are done via their subclasses.

 Major character stream input classes:

 BufferedReader  buffers character input
stream to improve character input efficiency.

 LineNumberReader  supports line
number identification.

 CharArrayReader  reads characters from a
character array.

 FilterReader  an abstract class provides
generic input filtering functions.

 PushbackReader.

 InputStreamReader  reads characters from
a byte stream.

 FileReader  reads characters from a file.
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 PipedReader  reads characters from a pipe.

 StringReader  reads characters from a
string.

 Major character stream output classes:

 BufferedWriter  buffers character output
stream to improve output efficiency.

 CharArrayWriter  writes characters into a
character array.

 FilterWriter  an abstract class provides
generic output filtering functions.

 OutputStreamWriter  writes characters into
a byte stream.

 FileWriter  writes characters to a file.

 PipedWriter  writes characters to a pipe.

 PrintWriter  writes textual representations
of primitive values and objects.

 StringWriter  writes characters into a
String.
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 Example: character stream File I/O

1  /* CharFIO
2     This program shows how to do character stream file I/O.

3     For simplicity, input data are hard-coded in the program. In this case,
4     the input data is represented by an array of characters.

5     Class FileWriter is used to write out characters to an external data file
6     in byte format.  It converts the Unicode characters into bytes using the
7     default encoding of the defalt locale. The conversion is done by using
8     the functionality of its superclass, OutputStreamWriter.
9     Also, FileWriter creates an internal FileOutputStream to write bytes out

10     to a file in byte format.

11     Class FileReader is used to read from an external data file in byte format.
12     It internally creates a FileInputStream to read bytes from the data file
13     and converts them into Unicode characters using the functionality of its
14     superclass, InputStreamReader.

15     Data read in from the file are printed out, one value at a time.
16     Use -1 to detect EOF
17  */

18  import java.io.*;

19  class CharFIO {

20    public static void main(String[] args) {
21        char [] cArray = {'1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9'};

22        try {
23            // to open datafile for write
24            FileWriter  fos = new FileWriter("dataFile");

25            // to write out characters to the file
26            for (int i = 0; i < cArray.length; i++) {
27                fos.write(cArray[i]);
28            }
29            fos.close();
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 Program output

30            // to open datafile for read
31            FileReader fis = new FileReader("dataFile");

32            int inChar;
33            // to read out integers from a disk file
34 while ((inChar = fis.read()) != -1)
35                System.out.print((char)inChar + " ");
36            fis.close();
37        } catch (IOException ioe) {
38            System.out.println("Error: " + ioe);
39        }
40    }
41  }  // class CharFIO

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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 Reading from the keyboard demystified:

Declarations
Import  java.io.*;
Import  java.lang.*;
Import  java.util.*;

. . .
InputStreamReader  isr  =  new  InputStreamReader(System.in);
BufferedReader  br  =  new  BufferedReader(isr);

. . .
String  str  =  br.readLine();
StringTokenizer  st  =  new  StringTokenizer(str);

I/O Exceptions

An I/O statement(s) must have an exception handler wrapped around it,
or the method that hosts the I/O statement must throw an IOException.

Code to read from System.in
boolean boolean  bo = new  boolean(st.nextToken()).booleanValue();
byte byte  by = Byte.parseByte(st.nextToken());
char int ic = isr.read();     // -1 denotes EOF

char  c = (char) ic;
double double  d  =  new  Double(st.nextToken()).doubleValue();
float float  f =  new  Float(st.nextToken()).floatValue();
int int i = Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken());
long long  l = Long.parseLong(st.nextToken());
short short  s  =  Short.parseShort(st.nextToken());
String String  str  =  br.readLine();

Note:

 To read numbers from text input, one needs to
read a string first, and then convert it.

 When there are more than one number on a
line, use StringTokenizer() to separate them.
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 Example: [Lind 98: p. 534]2

2 Peter van der Linden, Just Java and Beyond, 3rd ed., Prentice Hall, 1998, p. 534

1  // Simple input from the keyboard for all primitive types.
2  // Copyright (c) Peter van der Linden,  May 5 1997.
3  // Feel free to use this in your programs, as long as this
4  // comment stays intact.
5  //
6  // This is not thread safe, not high performance, and doesn't tell EOF.
7  // It's intended for low-volume easy keyboard input.
8  // An example of use is:
9  //     EasyIn easy = new EasyIn();

10  //     int i = easy.readInt();   // reads an int from System.in

11  import java.io.*;
12  import java.util.*;

13  class EasyIn {
14      static InputStreamReader is = new InputStreamReader( System.in );
15      static BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader( is );
16      StringTokenizer st;

17      StringTokenizer getToken() throws IOException {
18         String s = br.readLine();
19         return new StringTokenizer(s);
20      }

21      boolean readBoolean() {
22         try {
23            st = getToken();
24            return new Boolean(st.nextToken()).booleanValue();
25         } catch (IOException ioe) {
26            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readBoolean");
27            return false;
28         }
29      }
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30      byte readByte() {
31         try {
32           st = getToken();
33 return Byte.parseByte(st.nextToken());
34         } catch (IOException ioe) {
35            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readByte");
36            return 0;
37         }
38 }

39 short readShort() {
40         try {
41           st = getToken();
42           return Short.parseShort(st.nextToken());
43         } catch (IOException ioe) {
44            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readShort");
45            return 0;
46         }
47      }

48      int readInt() {
49 try {
50           st = getToken();
51           return Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken());
52         } catch (IOException ioe) {
53            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readInt");
54            return 0;
55         }
56      }

57      long readLong() {
58         try {
59           st = getToken();
60           return Long.parseLong(st.nextToken());
61         } catch (IOException ioe) {
62            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readFloat");
63            return 0L;
64         }
65      }
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66      float readFloat() {
67         try {
68           st = getToken();
69           return new Float(st.nextToken()).floatValue();
70         } catch (IOException ioe) {
71            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readFloat");
72            return 0.0F;
73         }
74      }

75      double readDouble() {
76         try {
77           st = getToken();
78           return new Double(st.nextToken()).doubleValue();
79         } catch (IOException ioe) {
80            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readDouble");
81            return 0.0;
82         }
83      }

84      char readChar() {
85         try {
86           String s = br.readLine();
87           return s.charAt(0);
88         } catch (IOException ioe) {
89            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readChar");
90            return 0;
91         }
92      }

93      String readString() {
94         try {
95           return br.readLine();
96 } catch (IOException ioe) {
97            System.err.println("IO Exception in EasyIn.readString");
98            return "";
99         }

100      }
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101  // This method is just here to test the class
102     public static void main (String args[]){
103         EasyIn easy = new EasyIn();

104         System.out.print("enter char: "); System.out.flush();
105         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readChar() );

106         System.out.print("enter String: "); System.out.flush();
107 System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readString() );

108         System.out.print("enter boolean: "); System.out.flush();
109         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readBoolean() );

110         System.out.print("enter byte: "); System.out.flush();
111         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readByte() );

112         System.out.print("enter short: "); System.out.flush();
113         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readShort() );

114         System.out.print("enter int: "); System.out.flush();
115         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readInt() );

116         System.out.print("enter long: "); System.out.flush();
117         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readLong() );

118         System.out.print("enter float: "); System.out.flush();
119         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readFloat() );

120         System.out.print("enter double: "); System.out.flush();
121         System.out.println("You entered: " + easy.readDouble() );
122     }
123  }
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 Formatted character output

 Java supports output formatting.

 The java.text package is introduced in JDK
1.1 for helping users to format their outputs.

 Some formatting characters:

Symbol Meaning
0 Show a digit, zero padding for leading space
# Show A digit; no zero padding
. Placeholder for decimal separator
, Placeholder for grouping separator
; Separator for positive and negative formats
- Show negative sign on the right
% Show as percentage
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 Example: output formatting

 Program output

1  import java.io.*;
2  import java.text.*;

3  class FormatOut {

4 public static void main(String args[])  {
5          int []  iArray = {1, 12, 123};
6          float []  fArray = {1.1F, 10.12F, 100.123F};
7          double []  dArray = {1.1, 10.12, 100.1234, 1000.1239};

8          DecimalFormat dfi = new DecimalFormat("#00");
9          DecimalFormat dff = new DecimalFormat("#00.00 float");

10          DecimalFormat dfd = new DecimalFormat("#000.000");

11          for (int i = 0; i < iArray.length; i++)
12              System.out.println(dfi.format(iArray[i]));

13          for (int i = 0; i < fArray.length; i++)
14              System.out.println(dff.format(fArray[i]));

15          for (int i = 0; i < dArray.length; i++)
16              System.out.println(dfd.format(dArray[i]));
17      }
18  }  //  FormatOut

01
12
123
01.10 float
10.12 float
100.12 float
001.100
010.120
100.123
1000.124
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 Byte stream I/O

 Byte streams are typically used to deal with
binary data such as images and sounds.

 As with character I/O, there are also two major
abstract byte stream I/O classes: InputStream and
OutputStream.

 Major byte stream input classes:

 ByteArrayInputStream  reads bytes from
an array.

 FileInputStream  reads bytes from a file.

 FilterInputStream  is used to filter data that
is being read from a stream.

 BufferedInputStream  supports input
buffering.

 DataInputStream  allows primitive data
to be read from an input stream.

 LineNumberInputStream  supports line
number identification.

 PushbackInputStream  allows data read
to be pushed back onto the input stream.
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 SequenceInputStream  supports seamless
concatenation of data from multiple streams.

 StringBufferInputStream  reads bytes from
a string.

 PipedInputStream  reads data from a pipe.

 ObjectInputStream  reads objects from an
input stream.

 Major byte stream output classes:

 ByteArrayOutputStream  writes bytes out
to an array in memory.

 FileOutputStream  outputs bytes to a file.

 FilterOutputStream  is used to filter data
that are being written to a stream.

 BufferedOutputStream.

 DataOutputStream  allows primitive
data to be written to an output stream.

 PushbackOutputStream.

 PipedOutputStream  outputs bytes to pipe.

 ObjectOutputStream  writes objects out to
a stream.
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 Example: byte stream file I/O

1  /* ByteFIO
2     This program shows how to do byte stream file I/O.

3     The input data are represented by an array of bytes, hard-coded.
4     Class FileOutputStream is used for output to an external data file.
5     Class FileInputStream is used for input from an external data file.
6     Data read in from the file are printed out, one value at a time.
7     Use -1 to detect EOF
8  */

9  import java.io.*;

10  class ByteFIO {

11    public static void main(String[] args) {
12        byte[] bArray = {(byte)'1', (byte)'2', (byte)'3', (byte)'4', (byte)'5',
13                         (byte)'6', (byte)'7', (byte)'8', (byte)'9'};

14        try {
15            // to open datafile for write
16            FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("dataFile");

17            // to write out bytes to the file, one byte at a time
18            for (int i = 0; i < bArray.length; i++) {
19                fos.write(bArray[i]);
20            }
21            fos.close();

22 // to open datafile for read
23            FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream("dataFile");

24            int inByte;
25            // to read out bytes from a disk file, one byte at a time
26            while ((inByte = fis.read()) != -1)
27                System.out.print((char)inByte + " ");
28            fis.close();
29        } catch (IOException ioe) {
30            System.out.println("Error: " + ioe);
31        }
32    }
33  }  // class ByteFIO
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 Example: copy file
1  /* CopyFile
2     This program illustrates file copy.
3     FileInputStream is used for input. FileOutputStream is used for output.
4     Input/out filenames are the 1st/2nd commandline arguments respectively.
5     A public method srcToSink() is used for actual file copy, which copies one
6     buffer at a time from source to destination. Its two parameters are declared
7     InputStream and OutputStream for generality purpose.
8  */
9  import java.io.*;

10  class CopyFile {
11    public static void main(String[] args) {
12 try  {
13            FileInputStream inFile = new FileInputStream(args[0]);
14            FileOutputStream outFile = new FileOutputStream(args[1]);
15            srcToSink(inFile, outFile);
16            inFile.close();      // to close input file
17 outFile.close();    // to close output file
18        } catch (IOException ioe)  {
19            System.out.println("CopyFile error: " + ioe);
20        }
21    }  // main
22    public static void srcToSink(InputStream src, OutputStream sink) {
23        byte[] byteBuf = new byte[1024];
24        int bRead;
25        try  {
26            do  {
27                bRead = src.read(byteBuf, 0, 1024);
28                if (bRead > 0)  {
29                    sink.write(byteBuf, 0, bRead);
30 }
31            } while (bRead > 0);
32        } catch (IOException ioe)  {
33            System.out.println("srcToSink error: " + ioe);
34        }
35    }  // srcToSink
36  }  // class CopyFile
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 Example: binary file I/O

1  /* BinFIO
2     This program shows how to do binary file I/O by creating a student record
3     file and then retrieve the infor later in a sequential order.

4     Each student record is composed of 5 fields:
5         int no, String first, String mid, String last, float ave
6         (sizes of fields in bytes: 4, 5, 1, 9, 4)

7     To simplify input process, input data for student records are hard-coded
8     in the program.

9     Disk I/O is done per field at a time -- not very efficient, but just to
10     illustrate a way of doing it.
11  */

12  import java.io.*;

13  class BinFIO {

14    public static void main(String[] args) {
15        Student[] Students = {
16            new Student(50,  "Blue ", "M", "Monday   ", 50.0F),
17            new Student(100, "Gray ", "G", "Tuesday  ", 60.0F),
18            new Student(150, "Green", "G", "Wednesday", 70.0F),
19            new Student(200, "Pink ", "P", "Thursday ", 80.0F),
20            new Student(300, "Red  ", "R", "Friday   ", 90.0F)};

21        try {
22 FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("studentFile");
23            DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(fos);

24            // to write out student records to a disk file
25            for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
26                dos.writeInt(Students[i].no);           // write student number
27                dos.writeBytes(Students[i].first);    // write first name
28                dos.writeBytes(Students[i].mid);    // write mid initial
29                dos.writeBytes(Students[i].last);    // write last name
30                dos.writeFloat(Students[i].ave);     // write average
31            }
32            fos.close();
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33            FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream("studentFile");
34            DataInputStream dis = new DataInputStream(fis);
35            byte[] buf = new byte[256];                        // a temp input buffer

36            // to read out student records from a disk file
37            for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
38                Students[i].no = dis.readInt();                // read student number
39                dis.read(buf, 0, 5);                                 // read first name
40                Students[i].first = new String(buf, 0, 5); // convert to string
41                dis.read(buf, 0, 1);                                 // read mid initial
42                Students[i].mid = new String(buf, 0, 1);
43                dis.read(buf, 0, 9);                                 // read last name
44                Students[i].last = new String(buf, 0, 9);
45                Students[i].ave = dis.readFloat();          // read average
46                System.out.println(" " +Students[i]);      // print one record
47            }
48            fis.close();
49        } catch (IOException ioe) {
50 System.out.println("Error: " + ioe);
51        }
52    }
53 }  // class BinFIO

54  class Student {
55    int no;
56    String first, mid, last;
57    float ave;

58    Student() {};   // default constructor
59    Student(int no, String first, String mid, String last, float ave)
60    {
61        this.no = no;
62        this.first = first;
63        this.mid = mid;
64        this.last = last;
65        this.ave = ave;
66    }
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 Program output

67    // to override class method toString()
68    public String toString()
69 {
70        return (no + " " + first + " " + mid + " " + last + " " + ave);
71    }
72  }  // class Student

50 Blue  M Monday    50.0
100 Gray  G Tuesday   60.0
150 Green G Wednesday 70.0
200 Pink  P Thursday  80.0
300 Red   R Friday    90.0
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 Object serialization

 A process of transforming an object into a stream
of bytes.

 Two major uses of object serialization:

 Remote Method Invocation (RMI) 
invoking remote methods via sockets.

 Lightweight persistence  the archival of an
object for a later user.

 Java provides two object streams for serialization.

 ObjectOutputStream

 It provides methods for writing object
graphs into a byte stream.

 An object graph refers to all bytes
representing an object, including any
other objects this object references.

 The writeObj() method writes an object
graph to an output stream.
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 ObjectInputStream

 It provides methods for reading object
graphs from a byte stream.

 The readObj() method reads an object
graph from an input stream.

 Things to know about object serialization:

 An object is serializable only if its class
implements the Serializable interface.

 Needs to chain an ObjectInputStream object to
a FileInputStream object for reading objects
graphs, and an ObjectOutput Stream to a
FileOutputStream for writing objects graphs.

 Uses readObj() and writeObj() to perform
actual reading and writing of objects.

 The Externalizable interface

 It extends Serializable.

 A class implements Externalizable has
complete control over the way it is serialized.
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 Example: object I/O
1  /* ObjFIO
2     This program illustrate how to serialize objects.

3     Each object, containing one student record each, is serialized by
4     writeObject() via writing it out to an output stream. The destination
5     for this output stream is a disk file.
6     Serialized objects stored in a file can then be read back by readObject().

7     A class must implement Serializable in order to serialize its objects.
8  */

9  import java.io.*;

10  class ObjFIO {
11    public static void main(String[] args) {
12        ZStudent[] zstudents = {
13            new ZStudent(50,  "Blue ", "M", "Monday   ", 50.0F),
14            new ZStudent(100, "Gray ", "G", "Tuesday  ", 60.0F),
15            new ZStudent(150, "Green", "G", "Wednesday", 70.0F),
16            new ZStudent(200, "Pink ", "P", "Thursday ", 80.0F),
17            new ZStudent(300, "Red  ", "R", "Friday   ", 90.0F)};

18        try {
19            FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("zStudentFile");
20            ObjectOutputStream oos = new ObjectOutputStream(fos);

21            // to write out student records to a disk file
22            for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
23                oos.writeObject(zstudents[i]);    // to write 1 obj/rec at a time
24            }
25 fos.close();

26            FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream("zStudentFile");
27            ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(fis);
28            ZStudent sbuf;

29            // to read out student records from a disk file
30 for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
31                sbuf = (ZStudent)ois.readObject();  // explicit cast is needed
32                System.out.println(sbuf.strRec());
33            }
34            fis.close();
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 Program output

35        } catch (IOException ioe) {
36            System.out.println("Error: " + ioe);
37        } catch (ClassNotFoundException cnfe) {
38            System.out.println("Error: " + cnfe);
39        }
40    }
41  }  // class ObjFIO

42  class ZStudent implements Serializable {
43    int no;
44    String first, mid, last;
45    float ave;

46    ZStudent() {};   // default constructor
47    ZStudent(int no, String first, String mid, String last, float ave)
48    {
49        this.no = no;
50        this.first = first;
51        this.mid = mid;
52        this.last = last;
53        this.ave = ave;
54    }

55    // to stringize a record; don't want to override toString()
56    public String strRec()
57    {
58        return (no + " " + first + " " + mid + " " + last + " " + ave);
59    }
60  } // class ZStudent

50 Blue  M Monday    50.0
100 Gray  G Tuesday   60.0
150 Green G Wednesday 70.0
200 Pink  P Thursday  80.0
300 Red   R Friday    90.0
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 Random access files

 A random access file permits nonsequential
access to a file's contents.

 Java provides the RandomAccessFile class for
handling random access files.

 RandomAccessFile permits reading and
writing of arbitrary bytes, text, and primitive
data types from or to any specified location in a
file.

 It can work with both bytes and characters.

 RandomAccessFile is not a subclass of
InputStream/OutputStream, or Reader/Writer.

 However, it supports methods that have
similar names and functionality of these byte
and character I/O classes.

 It also supports the DataInput and
DataOutput interfaces as well.
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 The file pointer concept

 A random access file has a file pointer
associated with it.

 The file pointer always points to the next
position of read/write.

 Java also provides seek() to position the file
pointer to an arbitrary position within a file.
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 Example: random access file

1  /* RandFIO
2     This program illustrates how to access and update a random access file.

3 A new class EStudent, which extends the Student class defined before,
4     is defined in this file. And, it is assumed that the studentFile created
5     by running BinFIO.class is still available.

6     Two new comands worth mentioning:
7        seek(): used to position file pointer in a file, ready for next
8                r/w operation.
9        getFilePointer(): used to tell where the current file pointer is.

10     This program starts by positioning the open file pointer to the 3rd
11 record, reads out the record, and prints it out.
12     Next, two fields in this record are updated directly to the disk file.
13     Then, repositions the file pointer again to read out the updated record
14     for display.
15     Please be aware that toString() has been overridden in Student.
16  */
17  import java.io.*;

18  class RandFIO {

19    public static void main(String[] args) {
20        EStudent studentRec = new EStudent();

21        try {
22            RandomAccessFile raf = new RandomAccessFile("studentFile", "rw");

23            // to reposition file pointer to the 3rd record
24            raf.seek(studentRec.length() * 2L);
25            studentRec = studentRec.readRec(raf, raf.getFilePointer());
26            System.out.println(studentRec);

27            // to reposition file pointer again
28            raf.seek(studentRec.length() * 2L);

29            // to change some values
30            raf.writeInt(175);
31            raf.writeBytes("Brown");

32            // to rewind in order to flush
33            raf.seek(0L);
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 Program output

34            studentRec = studentRec.readRec(raf, studentRec.length() * 2L);
35            System.out.println(studentRec);
36            raf.close();
37        } catch (IOException ioe) {
38            System.out.println("Error: " + ioe);
39        }
40    }
41  }  // class RandFIO

42  class EStudent extends Student {

43    EStudent() {};

44    // to read out a student record from a given location in a file
45    public EStudent readRec(RandomAccessFile raf, long offset)
46           throws IOException
47    {
48        EStudent srec = new EStudent();
49        byte[] buf = new byte[new EStudent().length()];

50        raf.seek(offset);
51        srec.no = raf.readInt();
52        raf.read(buf, 0, 5);
53        srec.first = new String(buf, 0, 5);
54        raf.read(buf, 0, 1);
55        srec.mid = new String(buf, 0, 1);
56        raf.read(buf, 0, 9);
57        srec.last = new String(buf, 0, 9);
58        srec.ave = raf.readFloat();

59        return(srec);
60    }

61    public int length()  {
62        return (23);          // rec length = 4+5+1+9+4
63    }
64  }  // class EStudent

150 Green G Wednesday 70.0
175 Brown G Wednesday 70.0
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The java.io package [Flan 97: p. 397]3

 For more information:

http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.2/docs/api/java/io/
package-summary.html

3 David Flanagan, Java in a Nutshell, O'Reilly, 1997, p. 397.
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Threads

 What is a thread?

 A thread is an execution stream within a process.

 A thread is also called a lightweight process.

 Has its own execution stack, local variables,
and program counter.

 Very much like a process, but runs within
a process.

 There may be more than one thread in a
process.

 Is called a multithreaded process.

 Multithreading provides the capability to
run tasks in parallel for a process.

 All threads of a process share with each
other resources allocated to the process.

 In fact, they compete with each other.
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 Java provides the class Thread to handle threads.

 The Java Thread class implements a generic
thread that, by default, does nothing.

 The run() method is empty.

 There are two techniques to implement threads
in Java:

 To subclass Thread and override run().

 To implement the Runnable interface and
instantiate class instances for threads.

 Needs to implement run() too.
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 Example: subclassing Thread

 Program output

1  public class YinYang extends Thread {
2      private String word; // what to say

3      public YinYang(String whatToSay) {
4          word = whatToSay;
5      }

6      public void run() {
7          for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
8              System.out.print(word + " ");
9              yield(); // to give another thread a chance

10          }
11      }

12      public static void main(String[] args) {
13          YinYang yin = new YinYang("Yin");        // to create Yin thread
14          YinYang yang = new YinYang("Yang"); // to create Yang thread
15          yin.start();                                                // to start Yin thread
16          yang.start();                                             // to start Yang thread
17      }
18  }

Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang
Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang
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 Example: implementing Runnable for Thread

 Program output

1  public class YangYin implements Runnable {
2      private String word;                // what to say

3      public YangYin(String whatToSay) {
4          word = whatToSay;
5 }

6      public void run() {
7          for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
8              System.out.print(word + " ");
9              Thread.yield();               // to give another thread a chance

10          }
11      }

12      public static void main(String[] args) {
13          Runnable rYang = new YangYin("Yang");   // to instantiate YangYin
14          Runnable rYin = new YangYin("Yin");         // to instantiate again

15          Thread yang  = new Thread(rYang);           // to create Yang thread
16          Thread yin  = new Thread(rYin);                 // to create Yin thread
17          yang.start();                                                 // to start Yang thread
18          yin.start(); // to start Yin thread
19      }
20  }

Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin
Yang Yin Yang Yin Yang Yin
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alive

notify()
notifyAll()

start()

join()
sleep()

suspend()
wait()
yield()

 The life cycle of a thread

 An overview

 After a Thread object is created, one may
configure it, and then run it.

 Configuring a thread involves setting its initial
priority, name, etc.

 Running a thread is done by invoking start().

 Java will activate the new thread's run()
method, making the thread active.

 When run() returns, the thread has exited.

interrupt()
stop()

run() finishesrunning
run()

New
thread

not
running

Dead
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 While a thread is running, one may manipulate it
in different ways.

 To stop it temporarily:

 sleep():

 suspend():

 wait():

 yield():

 To terminate it:

 interrupt():

 stop():
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 Thread scheduling

 The Java platform supports a simple,
deterministic scheduling algorithm called fixed-
priority scheduling.

 Thread priorities are represented as integers
ranging from MIN_PRIORITY to MAX_PRIORITY.

 Defined in the Thread class.

 When multiple threads are ready to run, the
thread with the highest priority is chosen for
execution.

 A thread with a lower priority will execute
only when all threads with higher priorities
are stopped or suspended for some reasons.

 Java will preempt immediately a currently
running thread if a higher-priority thread is
ready to run.

 When two threads of the same priority are
waiting for the CPU, Java schedules the next
thread to run in a simple, nonpreemptive,
round-robin fashion.
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 Java will not preempt the currently running
thread for another thread of the same
priority.

 Unless the current thread is willing to
yield.
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 Thread synchronization

 Due to race conditions, synchronization is needed
in a multithreaded environment to ensure orderly
execution of critical sections.

 A critical section is a section of code within a
program that accesses an object shared among
separate but concurrent threads.

 That is, two threads can potentially modify
the same piece of data.

 Only one thread is supposed to be executing in
a critical section at any moment.

 Must be atomically.

 Requires mutual exclusion.

 In Java, a critical section can be a block, or a
method that is identified with the keyword
synchronized.

 Java associates a lock with every object that
has synchronized code.

 Two techniques:
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 Synchronized methods.

 Synchronized statements.

 Synchronized methods

 Adding synchronized into method declaration.

 Example:
synchronized void methodName();

 Once a thread invokes a synchronized
method on an object, the object is locked.

 Another thread attempting to access on
that same object will block until the lock
is released.

 Locks are per thread.

 A thread invoking a synchronized method
from within another method synchronized
on the same object will proceed without
blocking.

 To avoid self-blocking.
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 Example: producer/consumer [C&W 98: pp.346-354]

1  public class Producer extends Thread {
2      private CubbyHole cubbyhole;
3      private int number;

4      public Producer(CubbyHole c, int number) {
5          cubbyhole = c;
6          this.number = number;
7      }

8      public void run() {
9          for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

10              cubbyhole.put(i);
11              System.out.println("Producer #" + this.number + " put: " + i);
12              try {
13                  sleep((int)(Math.random() * 100));
14              } catch (InterruptedException e) { }
15          }
16      }
17  }

1  public class Consumer extends Thread {
2      private CubbyHole cubbyhole;
3      private int number;

4      public Consumer(CubbyHole c, int number) {
5          cubbyhole = c;
6          this.number = number;
7      }

8      public void run() {
9          int value = 0;

10          for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
11              value = cubbyhole.get();
12              System.out.println("Consumer #" + this.number + " got: " + value);
13          }
14      }
15  }
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1  public class CubbyHole {
2      private int contents;
3      private boolean available = false;

4      public synchronized int get() {
5          while (available == false) {
6              try {
7                  wait();             // wait for Producer to put value
8 } catch (InterruptedException e) { }
9          }

10          available = false;
11          notifyAll();              //  notify Producer that value has been retrieved
12          return contents;
13      }

14      public synchronized void put(int value) {
15          while (available == true) {
16              try {
17                  wait();            // wait for Consumer to get value
18              } catch (InterruptedException e) { }
19          }
20          contents = value;
21 available = true;
22          notifyAll();              // notify Consumer that value has been set
23      }
24  }

1  public class ProducerConsumerTest {
2      public static void main(String[] args) {
3          CubbyHole c = new CubbyHole();
4 Producer p1 = new Producer(c, 1);
5          Consumer c1 = new Consumer(c, 1);

6          p1.start();
7          c1.start();
8      }
9  }
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 Program output

Producer #1 put: 0
Consumer #1 got: 0
Producer #1 put: 1
Consumer #1 got: 1
Producer #1 put: 2
Consumer #1 got: 2
Producer #1 put: 3
Consumer #1 got: 3
Producer #1 put: 4
Consumer #1 got: 4
Producer #1 put: 5
Consumer #1 got: 5
Producer #1 put: 6
Consumer #1 got: 6
Producer #1 put: 7
Consumer #1 got: 7
Producer #1 put: 8
Consumer #1 got: 8
Producer #1 put: 9
Consumer #1 got: 9
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 Synchronized statements

 The synchronized statement enables one to
execute synchronized code that locks an
object without invoking a synchronized
method in that object.

 Two parts in this construct:

 An object to be locked.

 A statement(s) to execute when the lock
is obtained.

 Syntax:
synchronized (expr) {

statement(s)
}

where

expr must produce an object to lock.
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 Note: A synchronized method (non-static)
locks on "this" object implicitly.

 For example:
synchronized void methodName() {

. . .
};

is equivalent to
void methodName() {

synchronized(this) {
. . .

}
};

 Static synchronized methods

 A static method can be synchronized.

 It has a class-wide lock for the class.

 Only one static synchronized method for a
given class can be running at any given
time.
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 Deadlocks

 Also know as deadly embraces.

 It is a programmer's responsibility to avoid
deadlocks.
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Basic Networking Concepts

The World Wide Web (WWW)

 A hypertext-based, distributed information system.

 Hypertext is a technology for storing textual
information with embedded cross references
which are pointers to other information.

 May link to text, graphics and sounds.

 May link to information located on different
systems.

 Created by researchers at the European Particle
Physics Laboratory  (CERN) in Geneva,
Switzerland in 1991.

 Was designed for physicists and other scientists to
have a uniform access to various resources on the
Internet.

Users concentrate on what they want, not how to get it.

 Rapidly became very popular since 1993.
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 Uses Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) for
addressing the locations of information.

Examples:

http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/listserv.html
ftp://ftp.sura.net/pub/nic/agricultural.list
gopher://ashpool.micro.umn.edu/11/Weather
file:/home/classes/internet/misc/html2.0.html
news:comp.internet.library

 Uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol  (HTTP) for
information transfer.

 Uses Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) for
text formatting.

 WWW is not the Internet

 An application/service of the Internet.

 WWW can be accessed via a web browser

 A user interface.
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 May be window-based:

Mosaic
Netscape
Internet Explorer

 May be text-based:

Lynx

 Can be accessed via Telnet

 For users who do not have a local browser.

 Some public WWW browser sites in USA:

lynx.cc.ukans.edu
fatty.law.cornell.edu

 Login as www

 Bookmark

 A list of favorite links to sites, resources and
services selected during WWW sessions.

 Saved for easy reference in future use.
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 Similar to bookmark in Gopher.

 Referred to as hotlist in Mosaic.

 Home page

 The first window of a resource accessible via a
WWW browser.

 Contains introductory information to the resource
in general.

 Each user may have his/her own home page.

 For more information on www:

http://www.robelle.com/www-paper/paper.html
http://www.boutell.com/faq/
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Search Engines

 Software programs to search for desired information
on Internet

 Based on criteria specified by users.

 Composed of three major elements

 Spiders (or crawlers, wanderers, etc.)

 Indices (or catalogs).

 Searching tools.

 How search engines work?

 A spider visits web pages, reads contents, follows
links to other pages within the site.

 The site is said being “spidered”, or “crawled”.

 It then builds an index, a giant list, of the web
pages visited and information contained in them.

 This index forms a search engine database of
searchable web pages.
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 A site is visited regularly to keep information
up-to-date.

 An actual search program (search engine) will
then go through the web pages indexed to find
matches to a search.

 The search results are ranked in order of what it
believes is most relevant.

 Two major types of searches

 Keyword-based

 Exact/partial match.

 Case in/sensitive.

 Concept-based

 Context-sensitive.

May match synonyms.
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 Search operators

 Boolean operators

 And/or/not.

 Symbolic operators

 +/-.

 Quotation marks (“).

 Some popular search tools

 AltaVista

 Excite

 Lycos

 MetaCrawler

 Yahoo

 For more information

http://www.searchenginewatch.com/facts/index.html
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Netscape

 A WWW browser with a GUI

 Designed to be run in a windowed environment.

 Point and click approach.

 Was developed by Netscape Communications
Corporation

 Some had participated in developing Mosaic
before.

 Information is displayed one window page at a time

 May be text, sound, and image.

 Texts that are highlighted/underlined contain
references or links to other information.

 The embedded references are also called hot
links, or hyper links.
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 A user may jump around within a page

 A nonlinear approach to information available.

 Invocation of Netscape

 netscape

 netscape resource_name

 General layout of a window page:

 Title bar.

 Menu bar.

 Tool bar.

 Directory buttons.

 Document viewing area

 Status bar

 Scroll bars.
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 Basic operations

 Moving around while viewing documents.

 Changing fonts, sizes and colors.

 Saving data to local machine.

 Mailing a copy to someone.

 Bookmarking documents.

 Accessing newsgroups.

 Opening a document using an URL.

 Searching for resources.

 Downloading software.

 For more information on Netscape:

http://home.netscape.com/browsers/index.html
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Internet Addressing

 IP addresses

 A means to identify hosts on the Internet.

 IP is short for Internet Protocol.

 Each host on the Internet is assigned a 32-bit
unique address (IPv4).

 An IP address is assigned to a single host only.

 A host may have more than one IP address
(multi-homed host).

 Dotted representation

 Internet addresses are represented in the form
of four integers separated by decimal points.

 For readability by human

 An example:

131.91.81.40
131.91.131.16
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 The domain name system (DNS)

 A high-level naming scheme.

 A sequence of characters grouped into sections
delimited by decimal points.

 Labeled in a meaningful way

 An example:

reality.cse.fau.edu
fau.edu

 A hierarchical naming system

 Written in the local-most level first and the
top-most level last fashion.

 Mapping of high-level domain names to low-level
IP addresses is needed for communications across
the Internet. There are 3 ways:

 Done at system startup.

 Via a local table lookup.

 Going through a nameserver.
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 The InetAddress class

 The Java InetAddress represents an IP address.

 There are no public constructors in this class.

 Applications should use of the following to
create a new InetAddress instance:

 getAllByName(java.lang.String)

 getByName(java.lang.String)

 getLocalHost()

 For more information:

http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.2/docs/api/java/n
et/InetAddress.html
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 Example: map a hostname to its IP address

 Program output

1  /* HostToIP
2     To find the IP address of a given Hostname

3     Syntax: java HostToIP hostname
4  */

5  import java.net.*;

6  class HostToIP {

7    public static void main (String[] args)  {
8      try  {
9          InetAddress  ipaddr = InetAddress.getByName(args[0]);

10          System.out.println(ipaddr);
11      }
12      catch(UnknownHostException uhe) {
13          System.out.println("Can't find " + args[0]);
14      }
15    }
16  }  // HostToIP

java  HostToIP  reality.cse.fau.edu
reality.cse.fau.edu/131.91.80.40
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 Example: map local hostname to its IP address

 Program output

1  /* MyHostToIP
2     To find the IP address of the machine being used

3     Syntax: java MyHostToIP
4  */

5  import java.net.*;

6  class MyHostToIP {

7    public static void main (String[] args)  {
8      try  {
9          InetAddress  myaddr = InetAddress.getLocalHost();
10          System.out.println(myaddr);
11      }
12      catch(UnknownHostException uhe) {
13          System.out.println("Can't find this host address");
14      }
15    }
16  }  // MyHostToIP

java  MyHostToIP
reality.cse.fau.edu/131.91.80.40
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 Example: map an IP address to its hostname

 Program output

1 /* IPToHost:
2 To find the hostname for a given IP address

2     Syntax: java IPToHost n1.n2.n3.n4
3  */

4  import java.net.*;

5 class IPToHost {

6    public static void main (String[] args)  {
7      try  {
8          InetAddress  hostname = InetAddress.getByName(args[0]);
9          System.out.println(hostname.getHostName());

10      }
11      catch(UnknownHostException uhe) {
12          System.out.println("Can't find " + args[0]);
13      }
14    }
15  }  // IPToHost

java  IPToHost  131.91.80.40
reality.cse.fau.edu
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Universal Resource Locators

 URLs

 A URL is a reference (an address) to a resource
on the Internet.

 General format of a URL:

protocol://host:port/file#ref

where

 protocol refers to the communication
protocol to be used for accessing the
intended resource.

 host refers to the name of the machine on
which the resource lives.

 :port (optional) refers to the port number to
which to connect.

 file refers to the pathname of the resource to
access on the machine.

 #ref (optional) refers to a named anchor
within a resource typically identifying a
specific location within a file.
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 The URL class

 The Java URL class represents a URL and
provides methods for downloading the data
referred to by the URL.

 Major operations supported in the class:

 Creating a URL object

 Use one of the six class constructors.

 URL(String spec);

 URL(String protocol, String host, int
port, String file);

 URL(String protocol, String host, int
port, String file, URLStreamHandler
handler);

 URL(String protocol, String host,
String file);

 URL(URL context, String spec);

 URL(URL context, String spec,
URLStreamHandler handler);
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 Parsing a URL

 Use the following methods:

 String  getProtocol()

 String  getHost()

 int  getPort()

 String  getFile()

 String  getRef()

 Getting data from a URL.

 Use one of the following methods:

 URLConnection  openConnection()

 InputStream  openStream()

 Object  getContent()

 openConnection() opens a socket to the
specified URL and returns a
URLConnection object.

 openStream() connects to the resource
referenced by the URL and returns an
InputStream to download data from.
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 getContent() gets an object that represents
the retrieved content.

 For more information:

http://sunsite.auc.dk/RFC/rfc/rfc1630.html
http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.2/docs/api/java/n
et/URL.html
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 Example: decompose a URL

 Program output

1  /* DecomURL
2     To decompose an URL

3     Syntax: java DecomURL url
4  */

5  import java.net.*;

6  public class DecomURL {

7    public static void main (String[] args)  {
8      try  {
9 URL url = new URL(args[0]);

10          System.out.println("URL is " + url);
11          System.out.println("Protocol is " + url.getProtocol());
12 System.out.println("Hostname is " + url.getHost());
13          System.out.println("Port number is " + url.getPort());
14          System.out.println("Pathname is " + url.getFile());
15          System.out.println("Named anchor is " + url.getRef());
16      }
17      catch(MalformedURLException mue) {
18          System.out.println(args[0] + " is not valid");
19      }
20    }
21  }  // DecomURL

java  DecomURL  http://www.cse.fau.edu:80/index.html#begin
URL is http://www.cse.fau.edu:80/index.html#begin
Protocol is http
Hostname is www.cse.fau.edu
Port number is 80
Pathname is /index.html
Named anchor is begin
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 Example: download data via a URL

 Program output

1  /* DLoadURL
2     To download a text file via a URL

3     Syntax: java DLoadURL url
4  */

5  import java.net.*;
6  import java.io.*;

7  public class DLoadURL {

8    public static void main (String[] args)  {
9      try  {

10          URL url = new URL(args[0]);

11          try {
12              String dataline;
13              BufferedReader src =
14                 new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(url.openStream()));

15              while ((dataline = src.readLine()) != null)
16                  System.out.println(dataline);
17          }  // end try
18          catch(Exception e)  {
19              System.out.println(e);
20          }
21      }  // end try
22      catch(MalformedURLException mue) {
23          System.out.println(args[0] + " is not valid");
24      }
25    }
26  }  // DLoadURL

java  DLoadURL  http://www.cse.fau.edu
<html>
<head>
<title>FAU - Computer Science and Engineering Dept.</title></head>
<body text="#ffffff"  bgcolor=#000000  link=#b0e0e6 vlink=#b0e0e6>
. . .
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The TCP/IP Protocols

TCP/IP

 Short for the TCP/IP Internet protocol suite

 A set of network standards that specify how
computers communicate.

 A set of conventions for interconnecting networks
and routing traffic.

 A technology resulted from research funded by
DARPA.
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 TCP/IP layering

 A layered view of TCP/IP

Conceptual Layer                           Objects Passed
Between Layers

Messages or Streams

Transport Protocol Packets

IP Datagrams

Network-Specific Frames

 Relations to OSI layers

ISO TCP/IP
7  Application

6  Presentation

5  Session

4  Transport

Application

Transport

internet

3  Network    convergence

subnet

Internet

Network

2   Data Link Link
1   Physical Physical

The TCP/IP reference model.

Application

Transport

Internet

Network Interface

Hardware
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 Various protocols in TCP/IP

Application

User             User             User            User
Program       Program      Program      Program

Transport
TCP                        UDP

Network

ICMP                  IP IGMP

Link

ARP HW-Interface RARP

Physical Media

Various protocol at the different layers in the TCP/IP protocol suite.
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Internet Protocol (IP)

 The workhorse protocol of the TCP/IP protocol
suite

 TCP/IP is said to be an IP-based technology.

 IP provides an unreliable, connectionless
datagram delivery service

 Unreliable since there is no guarantee that an IP
datagram will get to its destination successfully.

 However, IP will make an earnest attempt to
deliver packets, known as a best-effort service.

 IP has three important functionalities:

 Specification of packet formats.

 Routing.

 Packet delivery.
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 IP datagram format

Datagram Header Datagram Data Area

Figure 7.2  General form of an IP datagram.

0              4               8                             16           19              24                       31
VERS HLEN TOS Total Length

Identification Flags Fragment Offset
Time To Live Protocol Header Checksum

Source IP Address
Destination IP Address

IP Options  (if any) Padding

Format of an IP datagram header.

 Type of Service (TOS)

0           1           2         3        4        5       6          7
Precedence D T R Unused

Figure 7.4  The five subfields of the TOS field.

 Flags

0          1          2
U DF MF

The three subfields of the Flags field.
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 Datagram fragmentation

 An IP datagram may be fragmented due to
limitations of the underlying network

H1 R1 R2 H2
Net 1                                    Net 2 Net 3

MTU=1500 MTU=1000 MTU=1500

 Each fragment has the same format as the
original datagram.

 All fragments travel as separate datagrams all
the way to the ultimate destination where they
will be reassembled

IP Hdr         Original datagram data

IP Hdr1 Data 1         IP Hdr2 Data 2           IP Hdr3 Data 3
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 IP options

 Used primarily for network testing/debugging.

 Length varies depending on options selected.

 Zero bits padded at the end to ensure header
length to be in multiples of 32 bits.

0              1            2                3             4 5             6           7
Copy Option Class Option Number

Figure 7.8  The three subfields of an IP option code octet.

Option Class Meaning
0 Datagram or network control
1 Reserved for future use
2 Debugging and measurement
3 Reserved for future use

Figure 7.9  IP option classes.
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 Checksum for IP header

 Used to ensure integrity of header values.

 Formed by treating the header as a sequence of
16-bit integers  (in network byte order), adding
them together using 1's complement arithmetic,
and then taking 1's complement of the result.

 Error checking for the data area is left to the
higher layer protocol.
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 Internet addresses

 A means to identify hosts on the Internet.

 Also known as IP addresses.

 Each host on the Internet is assigned a
32-bit unique address

 An IP address is assigned to a single host
only.

 A host may have more than one IP address
(multi-homed host).

 Five classes of IP addresses

Class A: 1  2  3  4                   8                     16                                 24                               31
0 Netid Hostid

Class B:
1 0 Netid Hostid

Class C:
1 1 0 Netid Hostid

Class D:
1 1 1 0 Multicast address

Class E:
1 1 1 1 0 Reserved for future use

Figure 4.1  The five classes of IP addresses
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 Dotted representation

 Internet addresses are represented in the form
of four integers separated by decimal points.

 For readability by human.

 An example:

Figure An example private internet with IP addresses
assigned to hosts. The size of the cloud used to denote a
physical network corresponds to the number of hosts
expected on the network; the size of a network determines
the class of address assigned.

 FAU machine = 131.91.deptid.hostid
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 The domain name system

 A high-level naming scheme.

 A sequence of characters grouped into sections
delimited by decimal points.

 Labeled in a meaningful way

 FAU machine = hostid.deptid.fau.edu

 A hierarchical naming system

 Written in the local-most level first and the
top-most level last fashion.

 Meanings of the top-level domain names

Domain Name Meaning
com Commercial Organizations
edu Educational institutions
gov Government institutions
mil Military groups
net Major network support centers
org Organizations other than those above
arpa Temporary ARPANET domain (obsolete)
int International organizations

Country code Each country (geographic scheme)

Figure 22.1  The top-level Internet domains and their meanings
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 More on IP addresses

 An IP address encodes both a network and a
host on that network. It does not specify an
individual machine, but a connection to a
network  (refers to as a network connection).

 If a host moves from one network to another, its
IP address must change  (A weakness in
Internet addressing).

 For a multi-homed host, knowing one address
of it may not be sufficient to reach it when
some network(s) are unavailable  (Another
weakness in Internet addressing).

 An IP address can refer to a network as well as
to an individual host.

 By convention, the network address has hostid
with all bits 0, and a broadcast address has
hostid with all bits 1

 All 0's mean  "this"
 All 1's mean  "all"
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 Class A network address 127.0.0.0 is reserved
for loopback, and is designed for testing and
IPC on the local machine.

 Some special address conventions

Prefix Suffix Types of Address Purpose
all 0s all 0s this computer used during bootstrap

network all 0s network identifies a network
network all 1s directed broadcast broadcast on specified net

all 1s all 1s limited broadcast broadcast on local net
127 any loopback testing

 Internet addressing authorities

 Netids are obtained via Internet Network
Information Center (InterNIC).

 Hostids are assigned by the local authority.
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 IP routing

 Routing refers to the process of selecting a path
over which to send packets to the destination.

 If both source and destination attach directly to
the same physical network

 Sender maps the destination IP address into
its physical address and uses the network
hardware to deliver the datagram directly.

 If source and destination are on two different
physical networks

 Sender needs to pass the datagram to a router
for delivery.

 Datagrams pass from router to router until they
reach a router that can deliver the datagram
directly.
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 IP routing is table-driven

Figure (a) An example internet with three routers connecting four
physical networks, and (b) the conceptual routing table found in
router R2. Each entry in the table lists a destination network and
the next hop along a route to that network.

Figure (a) An internet of four networks and three routers with an
IP address assigned to each router interface, and (b) the routing
table found in the center router. Each entry in the table lists a
destination, a mask, and the next hop used to reach the destination.
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 IP routing algorithm

Algorithm

RouteDatagram ( Datagram, RoutingTable)

Extract destination IP address, D, from the datagram
and compute the network prefix, N;

If N matches any directly connected network address
deliver datagram to destination D over that network
(This involves resolving D to a physical address,
encapsulating the datagram, and sending the frame.)

else if the table contains a host-specific route for D
send datagram to next-hop specified in table

else if the table contains a route for network N
send datagram to next-hop specified in table

else if the table contains a default route
send datagram to the default router specified in table

else declare a routing error.

Figure 8.3  The algorithm IP uses to forward a datagram. Given an
IP datagram and a routing table, this algorithm selects the next hop
to which the datagram should be sent. All routes must specify a
next hop that lies on a directly connected network.
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 For more information:

 RFC 791 – Internet Protocol, 09/01/1981.

 RFC 894 – Standard for the transmission of IP datagrams over
Ethernet networks, 04/01/1984.

 RFC 974 – Mail routing and the domain system, 01/01/1986.

 RFC 1034 – Domains names – concepts and facilities, 11/01/1987.

 RFC 1042 – Standard for the transmission of datagrams over IEEE
802 networks, 02/01/1988.

 RFC 1071 – Computing the Internet checksum, 09/01/1988.

 RFC 1340 –ASSIGNED NUMBERS, 07/10/1992.

 RFC 1383 – An Experiment in DNS Based IP Routing, 12/28/1992.

 RFC 1390 – Transmission of IP and ARP over FDDI Networks,
01/05/1993.

 RFC 1624 – Computation of the Internet Checksum via Incremental
Update, 05/20/1994.

 RFC 2065 – Domain Name System Security Extensions, 01/03/1997.

 RFC 2137 – Secure Domain Name System Dynamic Update,
04/21/1997.

 RFC 2308 – Negative Caching of DNS Queries (DNS NCACHE),
03/18/1998.

 RFC 2330 – Framework for IP Performance Metrics, May 1998.

 RFC 2517 – Building Directories from DNS: Experiences from
WWWSeeker, February 1999.
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Mapping Addresses

 Mapping domain names to IP addresses

 Between high-level domain names and
low-level IP addresses.

 For local host itself

 Done at system startup.

 For hosts within the same subdomain

 Local table lookup.

 Others

 May need to go through a nameserver(s).
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 Mapping IP addresses to physical addresses

 Application programs always use IP addresses.

 Hosts and routers use physical network
addresses to deliver datagrams across
underlying physical networks.

 IP addresses are independent of physical
network addresses.

 Need to map IP addresses to physical
addresses, known as the address resolution
problem.

 A host obtains its IP and physical addresses at
system startup

 IP address is usually kept in a disk file.

 Physical address is provided by the network
card.
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 A host uses the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) to learn the physical addresses of other
machines

Figure An ARP message exchange. (a) Computer W
begins to broadcast an ARP request that contains computer
Y's IP address. (b) all computers receive the request, and
(c) computer Y sends a response directly to W.

 A diskless host uses the Reverse Address
Resolution Protocol (RARP) to obtain its IP
address from its server.
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 ARP/RARP protocol format

0                            8                             16                                                       31
Hardware Type Protocol Type

HLEN PLEN Operation
Sender HA  (octets 0-3)

Sender HA (octets 4-5) Sender IP (octets 0-1)
Sender IP (octets 2-3) Target HA (octets 0-1)

Target HA  (octets 2-5)
Target IP  (octets 0-3)

Figure 5.3 An example of the ARP/RARP message format when used for IP-to-
Ethernet address resolution.

 For more information:

 RFC 826 – Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol: Or converting
network protocol addresses to 48.bit Ethernet address for
transmission on Ethernet hardware, 11/01/1982.

 RFC 903 – Reverse Address Resolution Protocol, 06/01/1984.

 RFC 1293 – Inverse Address Resolution Protocol, 01/17/1992.

 RFC 1433 – Directed ARP, 03/05/1993.

 RFC 1931 – Dynamic RARP Extensions and Administrative Support
for Automatic Network Address Allocation, 04/03/1996.
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Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

 Provides a connection-oriented, reliable,
end-to-end byte stream delivery service with the
following features:

 Virtual-circuit connection.

 Full-duplex data transfer.

 Unstructured byte stream delivery.

 Buffered transfer.

 Cumulative acknowledgment.

 End-to-end flow control.

 Sender timeout and retransmission.

 TCP makes very few assumptions about the
underlying network

 May be employed over a variety of different
physical networks.
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 TCP provides end-to-end services

Figure An example internet that illustrates why TCP is an
end-to-end transport protocol. TCP views IP as a
mechanism that allows TCP software on a host to
exchange messages with TCP software on a remote host.
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 TCP breaks a data byte stream into segments for
transmission

 Segments may be of different sizes.

 Segments are used to establish connections as
well as to transport data and
acknowledgements.

 TCP uses a sliding-window protocol for
end-to-end flow control

 Window size is measured in bytes

current window

0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10    11 . . .

Figure 13.6 An example of the TCP sliding window.
Octets through 2 have been sent and acknowledged,
octets 3 through 6 have been sent but not
acknowledged, octets 7 through 9 have not been sent
but will be sent without delay, and octets 10 and
higher cannot be sent until the window moves.

 Acknowledgements are cumulative.

 A variable window size mechanism.
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 TCP segment format

0              4                      10                    16                             24                        31
Source Port Destination Port

Sequence Number
Acknowledgement Number

HLEN Reserved Code Bits Window
Checksum Urgent Pointer

Options  (if any) Padding
Data
. . .

Figure 13.7  Format of a TCP segment with a TCP header followed by data.

 Code bits

Bit (left to right) Meaning (if bit set to 1)
URG Urgent pointer field is valid
ACK Acknowledgement field is valid
PSH This segment requests a push
RST Reset the connection
SYN Synchronize sequence numbers
FIN Sender has reached end of its byte stream

Figure 13.8  Bits of the Code field in the TCP header
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 TCP port numbers

 A  (protocol)  port is an abstraction used by
TCP to distinguish applications on a given host.

 A port is identified by a 16-bit integer known as
the port number.

 Well-known port numbers – a set of
preassigned port numbers for specific uses.

Decimal Keyword UNIX Keyword Description
0 Reserved
1 TCPMUX - TCP Multiplexor
5 RJE - Remote Job Entry
7 ECHO echo ECHO
9 DISCARD discard Discard

11 USERS systat Active Users
13 DAYTIME daytime Daytime
15 - netstat Network status program
17 GUOTE qotd Quote of the Day
19 CHARGEN chargen Character Generator
20 FTP-DATA ftp-data File Transfer Protocol (data)
21 FTP ftp File Transfer Protocol
23 TELNET telnet Terminal Connection
25 SMTP smtp Simple Mail Transport Protocol
37 TIME time Time
42 NAMESERVER name Host Name Server
43 NICNAME whois Who Is
53 DOMAIN nameserver Domain Name Server
77 - rje any private RJE service
79 FINGER finger Finger
80 WWW-HTTP www-http World Wide Web HTTP
93 DCP - Device Control Protocol
95 SUPDUP supdup SUPDUP Protocol

101 HOSTNAME hostnames NIC Host Name Server
102 ISO-TSAP iso-tsap ISO-TSAP
103 X400 x400 X.400 Mail Service
104 X400-SND x400-snd X.400 Mail Sending
111 SUNRPC sunrpc SUN Remote Procedure Call
113 AUTH auth Authentication Service
117 UUCP-PATH uucp-path UUCP Path Service
119 NNTP nntp USENET News Transfer Protocol
129 PWDGEN - Password Generator Protocol
139 NETBIO-SSN - NETBIOS Session Service

-1024 Reserved
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 TCP checksum computation

 Applies to header as well as data.

 Needs a pseudo IP header

0                               8                              16                                                       31
Source IP Address

Destination IP Address
Zero Protocol TCP Length

Figure 13.9  Format of the pseudo IP header used in TCP checksum computations.

 Uses the same algorithm as for IP.
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 TCP data transfer

 Application data are broken into the best sized
chunks known as segments.

 A timer is started after a segment is sent, and
retransmission will occur if the timer expires
before data in the segment has been
acknowledged.

 TCP will send an acknowledgment after
receiving a segment(s) successfully from the
other end.

 TCP acknowledgment scheme is cumulative.

 A received segment is simply discarded if it
fails the checksum error check.

 TCP will resequence segments if necessary (for
segments received out of order).

 Duplicate data are discarded.

 TCP adjusts available window size dynamically
to enforce end-to-end flow control.
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 TCP timeout and retransmission

 An adaptive retransmission algorithm

RTT = (  Old_RTT)  + ((1 - )  New_Round_Trip_Sample)

timeout =  RTT

new_timeout =   timeout

Figure Timeout and retransmission on two connections
that have different round-trip delays. TCP optimizes
throughput by using a round-trip estimate to compute a
retransmission timer.
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 Response to congestion

 Congestion is a condition of severe delay
caused by an overload in some part of the
network.

 Delay may lead to retransmissions of segments
due to timeouts; however, retransmissions
aggravate congestion instead of alleviating it.

 If unchecked, the increased traffic will produce
increased delay which, in turn, will generate
more traffic, and so on, until the network ends
up in congestion collapse.

 TCP uses two techniques to avoid congestion

 Multiplicative decrease.
 Slow start.

 TCP uses two window size limits

 Receiver window advertizement.
 Congestion window.
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 However,  actual window size used is:

Actual_window = min (receiver_advertizement, congestion_window)

 Multiplicative decrease

Upon loss of a segment, reduce the
congestion window by half (down to a
minimum of at least one segment). For
those segments that remain in the allowed
window, backoff the retransmission timer
exponentially.

 Slow start

Whenever starting traffic on a new
connection or increasing traffic after a
period of  congestion, start the congestion
window at the  size of a single segment and
increase the congestion window by one
segment each time an acknowledgement
arrives.
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 Establising a TCP connection

 A 3-way handshaking process

Events at  Site 1        Network Messages       Events at Site 2

Send SYN seq=x

Receive SYN segment
Send SYN seq=y, ACK x+1

Receive SYN+ACK
Send ACK y+1

Receive ACK segment

 Closing a TCP connection

 Another 3-way handshaking process.

Events at  Site 1        Network Messages       Events at Site 2

(application closes connection)
Send FIN seq=x

Receive FIN segment
Send  ACK x+1
(inform application)

Receive ACK segment
(application closes connection)
Send FIN seq=y, ACK x+1

Receive FIN+ACK
Send ACK y+1

Receive ACK segment
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 TCP connection reset

 For abnormal termination of connections.

 By sending a segment with the RST bit set.

 TCP sequence numbers

 A finite 32-bit number space

0 – 4,294,967,295 (232-1)

 Sequence numbers wrap around.

 One point to ponder:

How to tell that a segment with a
sequencenumber smaller than expected
is not a retransmission?
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 TCP finite state machine

anything/reset
begin

CLOSED

passive
open              close

active open/
LISTEN syn

syn/syn + ack
send/

reset                syn
SYN                                                              SYN        close/reset

RECVD SENT         timeout
syn/syn + ack

ack                            syn + ack/ack

close/               ESTAB- fin/ack       CLOSE
fin                 LISHED                          WAIT

close/fin                                                         close/fin

FIN           fin/       CLOS- LAST         ack/
WAIT-1      ack          ING                              ACK

ack                          ack
fin-ack timeout after 2 segment lifetimes

FIN          fin/        TIMED
WAIT-2     ack         WAIT

Figure 13.13  The TCP finite state machine.
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 For more information:

 RFC 675 – Specification of Internet Transmission Control Program,
12/01/1974.

 RFC 761 – DoD Standard Transmission Control Protocol,
01/01/1980.

 RFC 793 – Transmission Control Protocol, 09/01/1981.

 RFC 813 – Window and acknowlegement strategy in TCP,
07/01/1982.

 RFC 896 – Congestion control in IP/TCP internetworks, 01/06/1984.

 RFC 1106 – TCP big window and NAK options, 06/01/1989.

 RFC 1110 – Problem with the TCP big window option, 08/01/1989.

 RFC 1141 – Incremental Updating of the Internet Checksum,
01/01/1990.

 RFC 1146 – TCP Alternate Checksum Options, 03/01/1991.

 RFC 1936 – Implementing the Internet Checksum in Hardware,
04/10/1996.

 RFC 2018 – TCP Selective Acknowledgment Options, 10/17/1996.

 RFC 2151 – A Primer On Internet and TCP/IP Tools and Utilities,
06/10/1997.

 RFC 2398 – Some Testing Tools for TCP Implementors, 08/14/1998.

 RFC 2581 – TCP Congestion Control, April 1999.

 http://pclt.cis.yale.edu/pclt/COMM/TCPIP.HTM
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

 UDP is a simple, connectionless transport layer
protocol.

 UDP provides no reliability

 No acknowledgement strategy.

 No end-to-end flow control.

 Messages may be lost or arrive out of sequence.

 UDP is datagram-oriented

 Each message is called a user datagram.

 A datagram consists of header and data.

0                                                        16                                                          31
UDP Source Port UDP Destination Port

UDP Message Length UDP Checksum
Data
. . .

Figure 12.1  Format of a UDP datagram.
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 UDP checksum

 Applies to header and data areas.

 Algorithm similar to that for TCP.

 Also needs a pseudo IP header
0                               8                              16                                                      31

Source IP Address
Destination IP Address

Zero Protocol UDP Length

Figure 12.2 Format of the pseudo IP header used in UDP checksum computations.

 However, it is an optional feature.

 Multiplexing and demultiplexing

UPD Datagram arrives

Figure 12.5  Example of demultiplexing one layer above IP. UDP
uses the UDP destination port number to select an appropriate
destination port for incoming datagrams.

UDP: Demultiplexing
Based on Port

Port 1 Port 2 Port 3

IP Layer
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Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP)

 Used by routers/hosts to send error or control
messages to other routers/hosts

 For extranormal communications among
routers/hosts.

 ICMP is an error reporting mechanism

 It reports error conditions to the original source;
however, it is up to the source to take necessary
actions.

 ICMP message format

0                               8                              16                                                       31
ICMP Type ICMP Code Checksum

(Contents depends on type and code)

Format of ICMP messages.
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 Some common ICMP message types

Message Type Description
Destination Unreachable Packet could not be delivered
Echo request Ask a machine if it is alive
Echo reply Yes, I am alive
Parameter problem Invalid header field
Redirect Teach a router about geography
Source quench Choke packet
Time exceeded Time to live field hit 0
Timestamp request Same as Echo request, but with

timestamp
Timestamp reply Sam as Echo reply, but with timestamp

Principal ICMP message types.

 Two examples

0                              8                             16                                                    31
Type (8 or 0) Code (0) Checksum

Identifier Sequence Number
Optional Data

.  .  .

Figure 9.2 ICMP echo request or reply message format.

0                               8                              16                                                       31
Type (3) Code (0-12) Checksum

Unused (must be zero)
Internet header + first 64 bits of Datagram

.  .  .

Figure 9.3  ICMP destination unreachable message format.
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 ICMP message delivery

 ICMP messages are transmitted via IP
datagrams

ICMP Hdr ICMP Data

Datagram
Hdr

Datagram Data Area

Frame Hdr Frame Data Area

Figure 9.1  Two levels of ICMP encapsulation. The ICMP message is encapsulated
in an IP datagram, which is further encapsulated in a frame for transmission.

 ICMP is a support protocol, but it is also an
integral part of IP.

 For more information:

 RFC 792 – Internet Control Message Protocol, 09/01/1981.

 RFC 2463 – Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) for the
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6), December 1998.
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SLIP/PPP

 SLIP/PPP stand for Serial Line Internet Protocol
and Point-to-Point Protocol respectively

 Use low-speed RS232 serial ports for IP links.

 Provide a low-cost entry-level means of
connecting PCs/workstations to the Internet.

 SLIP

 Was developed by Rick Adams in 1984 to
connect Sun workstations to the Internet over a
dial-up line using a modem.

 Employs a very simple form of encapsulation
for IP datagrams on serial lines.

|                                     IP Datagram |

c0 db

C0 db dc db dd c0
end                                  esc                                                    esc end

Figure SLIP Encapsulation.
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 PPP

 An improvement over SLIP, including:

 Support for multiple protocols.
 Cyclic redundancy check.
 Header compression.

 Frame format

flag
7E

addr
FF

ctrl
03

protocol information CRC flag
7E

1            1            1              2                     up to 1500 bytes                             2 1

protocol
0021

IP datagram

protocol
C021

link control data

protocol
8021

network control data

Figure Format of PPP frames.

 For more information:

 RFC 1055 – Nonstandard for transmission of IP datagrams over serial
lines: SLIP, 06/01/1988.

 RFC 1661 – The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), 07/21/1994.

 RFC 2472 – IP Version 6 over PPP, December 1998.
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PPTP

 Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) is an
extension to PPP

 Allows PPP to be tunneled through an IP
network

 PPTP creates a “tunnel” between the local
user and a remote destination – a PPP-like
connection between the two end points.

 Handles only point-to-point links

 The two end points can be anywhere in the
world that is on the Internet.

 Makes no change to PPP; rather, it describes a
new vehicle for carrying PPP.

 Permits remote access to private corporate
networks transparently via local access to an
Internet Service Provider (ISP)

 Greatly reduces communication costs.
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 Employs a client/server architecture

 A PPTP server, referred to as a PPTP Network
Server (PNS), operates on a general purpose
OS.

 A PPTP client, referred to as a PPTP Access
Concentrator (PAC), runs on a dial access
platform.

PNS PAC

Internet
NTS/FEP  PPTP tunnel  Dial Access
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 PPTP is connection-oriented

 A session is created when end-to-end
connection is attempted between a dial user and
a PNS.

 Datagrams related to the session are sent over
the tunnel between these two PAC and PNS.

 A tunnel is defined by a PAC-PNS pair.

 Multiple sessions may be multiplexed on a
single tunnel

 A control TCP connection created for the
tunnel will manage the establishment, release,
and maintenance of the sessions associated
with the tunnel.

 Was developed by the PPTP Forum, consisting of
Ascend Communications, ECI-Telematics, U.S.
Robotics, Microsoft Corp., and 3Com.
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 General structure of a PPTP data packet

 A PPP packet is encapsulated inside of a
modified version of GRE (Generic Routing
Encapsulation), known as GRE V2, for
transmission.

Media Header
IP Header

GRE Header
PPP Packet

Figure General PPTP format.

0 8                            16                                                        31
C R K S s Rec A Flags Ver Protocol Type

Key/Payload Length Key/Call ID
Sequence Number  (optional)

Acknowledgment Number  (optional)

Figure Format of GRE V2.

 For more information:

 RFC 1853 – IP in IP Tunneling, 10/04/1995.

 Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol Frequently Asked Questions
http://www.ascend.com/1599.html
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Routing in the Internet

 Routing in the Internet is handled by routers

 A host is not responsible for routing unless it is
configured as a router.

 For purposes of routing, the Internet is divided
into separate regions, each called an Autonomous
System (AS)

 An AS is a collection of routers and networks
that are under a single administration.

Backbone   Network

R1 R2    RN

Autonomous            Autonomous             Autonomous
System 1                  System 2                   System 3

Figure 15.3  Architecture of an internet with autonomous systems at
backbone sites. Each autonomous system consists of multiple
networks and routers under a single administrative authority.
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 An AS can be categorized as one of the
following

 A stub AS:  It has only one connection to
another AS and carries only local traffic

 A multihomed AS:  It has connections to
more than one other AS, but disallows transit
traffic from crossing its boundaries.

 A transit AS:  It has multiple paths to other
AS's, but allows transit traffic.

 Traffic that passes through an AS is called
transit traffic.

 Traffic that destined for or coming from a host
within an AS is called local traffic.

 A router uses an interior gateway protocol (IGP)
to communicate with other routers within the same
AS, and uses an exterior gateway protocol (EGP)
for reaching routers in a different AS
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 Two routers that exchange information using an
EGP/IGP are called exterior/interior neighbors.

 IGP1 EGP IGP2 
Autonomous  R1 R2 Autonomous

System 1                                                       System 2
IGP1 IGP2

 

Figure 16.3  Conceptual illustration of two exterior routers, R1 and
R2, using EGP to advertise networks in their autonomous systems
after collecting the information. As the name implies, exterior routers
are usually close to the outer “edge” of an autonomous system.

 In general, routing protocols in the Internet fall
into two categories:

 Reachability protocols

 Used to tell whether a path exists to a distant
network.

 Distance vector protocols

 Used to calculate a distance metric to a
remote network.
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Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)

 The predominant protocol for inter-AS routing
protocols.

 A reachability routing protocol

 Determines only how to get to the destination.

 Does not take link speed or state into account.

 EGP has three main features:

 Supports a neighbor acquisition mechanism to
establish EGP communication with another
router.

 Tests neighbor reachability.

 Exchanges routing information with neighbors.
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 EGP message  header

0 8                              16                           24                      31
Version Type Code Status

Checksum Autonomous System Number
Sequence Number

Figure 15.5  Format of the fixed header that precedes every EGP message.

 EGP message  types

EGP Message Type Description
Acquisition Request Requests router become a neighbor (peer)
Acquisition Confirm Positive response to acquisition request
Acquisition Refuse Negative response to acquisition request
Cease Request Requests termination of neighbor relationship
Cease Confirm Confirmation response to cease request
Hello Requests neighbor to respond if alive
I Heard You Response to hello message
Poll Request Requests network routing update
Routing Update Network reachability information
Error Response to incorrect message

0                             8                              16                           24                      31
Version Type (3) Code (0-4) Status

Checksum Autonomous System Number
Sequence Number Hello Interval

Poll Interval

Figure 15.6  Format of EGP neighbor acquisition message.

 EGP supports a two-level routing hierarchy with a
single core transit AS.
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Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

 Also a reachability protocol

 An update to EGP

 It removes the strict two-level hierarchy
restriction of EGP.

 It is designed to work with any arbitrarily
complex topologies.

 A concept of path vector is introduced in BGP
to prevent loops in complex topologies.

 No AS can be visited twice in a message
path.
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Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)

 Refers to any protocol used to propagate routing
related information within an AS

 An IGP keeps all routers in the same AS
informed as to the routes to all the networks
within the AS.

 All routers in an AS run the same IGP;
different AS’s need not run the same IGP.

 IGP's in general are distance vector protocols.

 There have been several IGPs in use

 HELLO:  the IGP used on the original
NFSNET backbone in 1986.

 RIP:  the protocol used by Berkerly 4BSD
UNIX systems to exchange routing information
among a small set of computers that in general
all attach to a single LAN.

 OSPF: the emerging standard IGP for AS's
within the Internet.
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Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

 It incorporates bandwidth metrics to determine the
best path to a network

 A high bandwidth path through several routers
might be a better path than a direct, lower speed
link.

 It uses the well-known Dijkstra shortest path
algorithm to compute the shortest paths to all
destinations from a single source

 Whenever link status changes, routes are
recomputed.

 Some OSPF features:

 Type of service routing.

 Load balancing.

 Ease of growth by further dividing an AS into
areas.

 Authentication for all exchanges between
routers.
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 OSPF message format

0                               8                              16                                                       31
Version (1) Type Message Length

Source Router Address
Area ID

Checksum Authentication Type
Authentication (octets 0-3)
Authentication (octets 4-7)

Figure 16.7  Format of the 24-octet OSPF message header.

Type Meaning
1 Hello (used to test Reachability)
2 Database Description (topology)
3 Link status request
4 Link status update
5 Link status acknowledgement

0                             8                              16                                                        31

OSPF Header with Type = 1

Network Mask
Dead Timer Hello Interval GWAY PRIO

Designated Router
Backup Designated Router

Neighbor1 IP Address
Neighbor2 IP Address

.  .  .
Neighborn IP Address

Figure 16.8  OSPF hello message format.
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Which type of routing to use?

 Routing is more an art than a science.

 Apply the KISS principle.

 For most small networks, choose RIP

 Consider using OSPF if a network is
complex

 More than a few LANs and/or a number of
WAN links.

 Set hosts to use default routes to the nearest router
if the LANs they are attached to have only one
single link or route to the outside.

 No need to run an EGP in combination with an
IGP unless the network needs to handle transit
traffic.
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 For more information:

 RFC 827 – Exterior Gateway Protocol EGP, 10/01/1982.

 RFC 904 – Exterior Gateway Protocol formal specification,
04/01/1984.

 RFC 911 – EGP Gateway under Berkeley UNIX 4.2, 08/22/1984.

 RFC 1058 – Routing Information Protocol, 06/01/1988.

 RFC 1074 – NSFNET backbone SPF based Interior Gateway
Protocol, 10/01/1988.

 RFC 1092 – EGP and policy based routing in the new NSFNET
backbone, 02/01/1989.

 RFC 1723 – RIP Version 2 Carrying Additional Information,
11/15/1994.

 RFC 1771 – A Border Gateway Protocol 4 (BGP-4), 03/21/1995.

 RFC 1930 – Guidelines for creation, selection, and registration of an
Autonomous System (AS), 04/03/1996.

 RFC 2081 – RIPng Protocol Applicability Statement, 01/10/1997.

 RFC 2092 – Protocol Analysis for Triggered RIP, 01/24/1997.

 RFC 2270 – Using a Dedicated AS for Sites Homed to a Single
Provider, 01/27/1998.

 RFC 2283 – Multiprotocol Extensions for BGP-4, 02/10/1998.

 RFC 2328 – OSPF Version 2, 04/23/1998.

 RFC 2545 – Use of BGP-4 Multiprotocol Extensions for IPv6 Inter-
Domain Routing, March 1999.
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IP Multicasting

 An addressing scheme that allows each IP
datagram to be sent to a set of hosts that form a
single multicast group

 A multicast (host) group is composed of a set of
hosts that may be spread across separate
physical networks.

 Membership in an IP multicast group is
dynamic.

 A host may be a member of multiple multicast
groups.

 Each multicast group has a unique multicast
address (Class D).

0     1    2     3    4                                                                                                  31
1 1 1 0 Group Identification

Figure 17.1  Format of Class D IP address used for IP multicasting. Bits 4-31
identify a particular multicast group.
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 Two types of multicast groups

 Permanent

Address Meaning
224.0.0.1 All systems on a LAN
224.0.0.2 All routers on a LAN
224.0.0.5 All OSPF routers on a LAN
224.0.0.6 All designated OSPF router on a LAN

Some examples of permanent group addresses.

 Transient.

 A host may participate in IP multicast at one of
the following three levels:

Level Meaning
0 Host can neither send nor receive IP multicast
1 Host can send but not receive IP multicast
2 Host can both send and receive IP multicast

Figure 17.2  The three levels of participation in IP multicast.
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 Session Description Protocol (SDP)

 A protocol for advertising multicast sessions
throughout the Internet

 Uses the address 224.2.2.2 and UDP port
4000.

 Information to be advertised include session
name, active times, type of media (audio, video,
whiteboard, etc.) and multicast address.

 Session Directory (SD) is among the first
implementation of such protocol

 SD was developed by Van Jacobson of
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories (LBL).

 SD collects and displays the multicast
advertisements/announcements.

 SD also launches multicast applications and
selects an address for a new multicast session.

 SD selects a new multicast session address at
random from the multicast address space.
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 How to establish a multicast session tree?

 Source announces its intent to all routers

 A host that is interested in joining a multicast
session needs to send an IGMP (Internet
Group Management Protocol) message to its
nearest router to announce its intended
membership.

 Routers that do not participate send pruning
message upstream

 Branches/links that have no participants or
not on the shortest-path tree get pruned off.

 A shortest-path multicast session tree rooted at
the source is thus established.

 Changes in membership are handled efficiently
by the local router using IGMP.

 For more information

 RFC 2327 – SDP: Session Description Protocol, 04/14/1998.

 RFC 2432 Terminology for IP Multicast Benchmarking, October
1998.
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Internet Group Management Protocol

 IGMP for short.

 Used by hosts/routers that support multicasting to
exchange group membership information.

 Message format

0               4              8                             16                                                        31
VERS Type Unused Checksum

Group Address (zero in query)

Figure 17.4  Format of an IGMP message.

 A host, when joining a new multicast group, sends
an IGMP message to the multicast address of the
intended group, declaring its membership.

 A local multicast router that receives the message
will establish necessary routing by propagating the
group membership information to other multicast
routers throughout the Internet.
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 A local mluticast routers periodically polls hosts
on the local network to see which hosts remain
members of which group.

 If no host reports membership in a group after a
poll, the local multicast router assumes that no
host on the network remain in that group, and
stops advertising group membership to other
multicast routers.

 Like ICMP, IGMP is an integral part of IP and its
messages are transmitted in IP datagrams.

 Three new emerging multicasting routing
protocols:

 Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP).

 Multicast Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF).

 Protocol Indepenent Multicasting (PIM).
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 For more information:

 RFC 1075 – Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol,
11/01/1988.

 RFC 1112 – Host extensions for IP multicasting, 08/01/1989.

 RFC 1301 – Multicast Transport Protocol, 02/19/1992.

 RFC 1458 – Requirements for Multicast Protocols, 05/26/1993.

 RFC 1584 – Multicast Extensions to OSPF, 03/24/1994.

 RFC 1585 – MOSPF: Analysis and Experience, 03/24/1994.

 RFC 2090 – TFTP Multicast Option, 02/04/1997.

 RFC 2236 – Internet Group Management Protocol, Version 2,
11/11/1997.

 RFC 2357 – IETF Criteria For Evaluating Reliable Multicast
Transport and Application Protocols, 06/15/1998.

 RFC 2362 – Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-
SM): Protocol Specification, 06/26/1998.

 RFC 2365 – Administratively Scoped IP Multicast, 07/02/1998.

 draft-ietf-idmr-dvmrp-v3-08 – Distance Vector Multicast Routing
Protocol, February 1999.
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Subnetting

 The address of a host is composed of two parts:

 Network ID and Host ID.

 Classified into 5 different classes.

 Problems occur when the network grows too fast
and too big

 Rapid class B exhaustion.

 Routing table explosion.

 Running Out of ADdress Space (ROADS).

 A crucial factor that was not envisioned by
original designers.

 One point to ponder

How to minimize the number of assigned
network addresses without altering the
original addressing scheme?

More precisely, how one network ID can
be shared by multiple physical networks?
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 Three techniques

 Transparent routers

Figure 10.1  Transparent router T extending a wide area network to multiple
hosts at a site. Ech host appears to have an IP address on the WAN.

 Proxy ARP

Figure 10.2  Proxy ARP technique allows one network address to be shared
between two physical nets. Router R answers ARP requests on each network for
hosts on the other network, giving its hardware address and then routing datagrams
correctly when they arrive. In essence, R lies about IP-to-physical address bindings.

 Subnet addressing
Network  128.10.1.0

128.10.0.0

Network  128.10.2.0

WAN T

H2

H3

H1

H4

H1 H2 H3

R
H4 H5

H1
Rest of

the
Internet

H2

R
H3 H4
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 Subnet addressing

 AKA subnet routing or subnetting.

 The most widely used technique.

 Addressing scheme

The host ID portion is subdivided while the
network ID remains the same

Netid Hostid

Netid Subnetid Hostid

Conceptual interpretation of subnet addressing.

 Subnet address assignment is up to local users.

 Subnets are implemented with masks

 A 32-bit data structure.

 1's for network address.

 0's for host address.
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 Example

Mask Address Net                    Subnet             Host
0xFFFF0000
0xFFFFFE00

0xFFFFFFC

10.27.32.100
136.27.33.100
136.27.34.141
193.27.32.197

A: 10                  27                   32.100
B: 136.27           16 (32)              1.100

136.27            17 (34)             0.141
C: 193.27.32       3 (192)                   5

Examples of masks and addresses.

 Subnet mask representation

 An abstract 3-tuple entity

{ <network number>,  <subnet number>,  <host number>}

 Independent of actual implementation.

 Subnet routing

 Format of routing table entry

(subnet mask, network address, next hop address)
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 Algorithm

Algorithm

Route_IP_Datagram ( Datagram, RoutingTable)

Extract destination IP address, ID, from the datagram
Compute IP address of destination network IN;
If IN matches any directly connected network address

send datagram to destination over that network
(This involves resolving ID to a physical address,
encapsulating the datagram, and sending the frame.)

else
for each entry in routing table do

Let N be the bitwise-and of ID and the subnet mask
If N equals the network address field of the entry then

route the datagram to the specified next hop address
endforloop

If no matches were found, declare a routing error.

Figure 10.7  The Unified IP routing algorithm. Given an IP datagram
and a routing table with masks, this algorithm selects the next hop
router to which the datagram should be sent. The next hop must lie
on a directly connected network.
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Supernetting

 Another approach for temporary relief of
addressing problems

 Subnetting uses a single IP network address for
multiple physical networks at a given
organization.

 Supernetting uses many IP network addresses
for a single organization.

 Subnetting is designed primarily for class B
addresses.

 Supernetting targets primarily at class C
addresses.

 Makes use of CIDR technique

 Classless Inter-Domain Routing (actually
includes addressing).

 CIDR collapses a block of contiguous (class C)
addresses into a single entry which may be
represented by  (network address, count).
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 CIDR requires each block of addresses to be a
power of two and uses a bit mask to identify the
size of the block.

 Example

Dotted Decimal                      32-bit Binary Equivalent
lowest 234.170.168.0            11101010 10101010 10101000 00000000
highest 234.170.175.255        11101010 10101010 10101111 11111111

A block of 2048 addresses with the lowest and highest addresses
specified both in dotted decimal and binary values.

Its mask value:

11111111  11111111  11111000  00000000

 CIDR addressing is unconventional

Supernetting treats IP addresses as arbitrary integers, and
allows a network administrator to assign a block of
contiguous number to a given site or a network within a
site. Hosts and routers that use supernetting need
unconventional routing software that understands ranges of
addresses.
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 For more information:

 RFC 940 – Toward an Internet standard scheme for subnetting,
04/01/1985.

 RFC 950 – Internet standard subnetting procedure, 08/01/1985.

 RFC 1219 – On the Assignment of Subnet Numbers, 04/16/1991.

 RFC 1517 – Applicability Statement for the Implementation of
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR), 09/24/1993.

 RFC 1518 – An Architecture for IP Address Allocation with CIDR,
09/24/1993.

 RFC 1519 – Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR): an Address
Assignment and Aggregation Strategy, 09/24/1993.

 RFC 1520 – Exchanging Routing Information Across Provider
Boundaries in the CIDR Environment, 09/24/1993.

 RFC 1817 – CIDR and Classful Routing, 08/04/1995.

 RFC 1879 – Class A Subnet Experiment Results and
Recommendations, 01/15/1996.

 RFC 2008 – Implications of Various Address Allocation Policies for
Internet Routing, 10/14/1996.

 RFC 2009 – GPS-Based Addressing and Routing, 11/08/1996.
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Internet Protocol Next Generation

 IPng for short

 IPv6 is the next version.

 IPv4 is the current version.

 Features of IPv6

 Larger addresses.

 Flexible header format.

 Elimination of header checksum.

 Improved support for options using extension
headers.

 Fragmentation by source only.

 Quality-of-Service support.

 Built-in security.
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 IPv6 datagram format

 General form of an  IPv6 datagram

optional

Base
Header

Extension
Header 1

.  .  . Extension
Header N

Data  .  .  .

Figure 29.1  The general form of an Ipv6 datagram with multiple headers.

 Format of Ipv6 base header

0            4                           12             16                            24                           31
Vers Traffic Class Flow Label

Payload Length Next Header Hop Limit
_ _
_                                     Source  Address _
_ _

_                                                                                                      _
_                                  Destination  Address _
_ _

Format of the 40-octet Ipv6 base header.
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 Meaning of some fields in the base header

 Version:  4 bits, IPv6 = 6.

 Traffic Class:  8 bits, to identify and distinguish
between different classes or priorities of IPv6
traffic

 Designed to facilitate the handling of real-
time traffic, and congestion control as well.

 Flow label:  20 bits, to identify a particular
traffic flow in the network

A flow is a sequence of packets sent from a
particular source to a particular destination.
Each flow is uniquely identified by the
combination of a source address and a non-
zero flow label assigned to by the source
node. Priority and flow are used by IPv6 to
support multimedia, “real-time”, and other
applications that require some degree of
consistent throughput, delay, and/or jitter.
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 Next header: 8 bits, to indicate the type of
header immediately following this header

IPv6 Next Header Values
0     Hop-by-hop Options Header
2     ICMP Protocol
3     Gateway-to-Gateway Protocol
4     Internet Protocol (Ipv4 encapsulation)
5     Stream
6     Transmission Control Protocol
17    User Datagram Protocol
29    ISO Transport Protocol Class 4 (ISO-TP4)
43    Routing Header
44    Fragmentation Header
45    Inter-domain Routing Protocol
51    Authentication Header
52    Encrypted Security Payload
58    Internet Control Message Protocol
59    No Next Header
80    ISO Internet Protocol (ISO-IP)
88    IGRP
89    OSPF

 Hop limit: 8-bit unsigned integer, decremented
by 1 at each node, discarded if value = 0.
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 Example

Vers Traffic Class Flow Label
Payload Length Nt Hdr: 0 Hop Limit

_ _
_                           Source  Address _
_                                                                                 _

_ _
_                        Destination Address _
_                                                                                 _

Nxt Hdr:43 Hdr Length

Hop-by-hop Options

Nxt Hdr:44 Hdr Length

Routing Information

Nxt Hdr:51 Reserved Fragment Offset Res M
Fragment Identification

Nxt Hdr: 6 Hdr Length

Authentication Data

TCP Header and Data

Figure Extension headers in an IP datagram.
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 Fragmentation and reassembly

 IPv6 provides end-to-end fragmentation and
reassembly.

 Source needs to perform a Path MTU
Discovery to identify the minimum MTU along
the path to the destination before sending traffic

 It is the source/destination’s responsibility to
fragment/reassembly packets.

 Advantage: to reduce overhead in intermediate
routers.

 Disadvantage: to make reroute of traffic
difficult in case an intermediate network or
router fails.

 The min MTU of 1280 octets is required for all
links in the Internet

 Link-specific fragmentation and reassembly
must be provided at a layer below IPv6 by
any link that cannot convey a 1280-octet
packet in a piece.
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 Fragment Extension Header

0                           8                              16 29      31
Next Header Reserved Fragment Offset Res M

Datagram Identification

Figure Format of a Fragment Extension Header.

 Example

P1                     P2                      P3
Base                                  Original
Header                                  Data

New Base   Frag. 1                   P1
Header        Header

New Base Frag. 2                   P2
Header        Header

New Base   Frag. 3              P3
Header        Header

Illustration of fragmentation in IPv6. The original data is placed in the
payload area of fragments. Each fragment contains a new base header, a
fragment extension header, and a data area.
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 IPv6 source routing

 IPv6 allows the source to specify a specific path
to the destination by using the routing extension
header

 Header format
0 8                           16                             24                            31

Next Hdr Hdr Length Routing Type Segments Left
Reserved

_ _
_                                     Address [0] _
_                                                                                                      _

_ _
_                                     Address [1] _
_ _

.  .  .
_ _
_                                     Address [n-1]                                           _
_ _

Format of the Ipv6 source routing extension header.

 Routing type = 0
 Segments Left: 8-bit unsigned integer.

Number of intermediate nodes still to be
visited before reaching the final destination.
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 Three basic IPv6 address types

 Unicast

 The destination address specifies a single
computer (host or router).

 Multicast

 The destination address specifies a set of
computers, possibly at multiple locations.

 Anycast

 The destination address specifies any one of
a set of computers that share a single address
prefix (e.g., attach to the same physical
network).

 IPv6 address representation

 colon hexadecimal notation has been proposed

x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x (x refers to a 16-bit hex.)

E.g.,  1234:5678:9ABC:DEFF:0:FFED:CBA9:8765
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 IPv6 address space assignment

Type of Address Binary Prefix Fraction of Addr
Space

Reserved 0000 0000 1/256
Unassigned 0000 0001 1/256
NSAP Addresses 0000 001 1/128
IPX Addresses 0000 010 1/128
Unassigned 0000 011 1/128
Unassigned 0000 1 1/32
Unassigned 0001 1/16
Unassigned 001 1/8
Provider-assigned unicast 010 1/8
Unassigned 011 1/8
Geographic-based unicast 100 1/8
Unassigned 101 1/8
Unassigned 110 1/8
Unassigned 1110 1/16
Unassigned 1111 0 1/32
Unassigned 1111 10 1/64
Unassigned 1111 110 1/128
Unassigned 1111 1110 0 1/512
Link local use addresses 1111 1110 10 1/1024
Site local  use addresses 1111 1110 11 1/1024
Multicast address 1111 1111 1/256

Figure IPv6 address prefix allocation

 An example

010 Registry
ID

Provider
ID

Subscriber
ID

Subnet
ID

Host ID

Figure The IPv6 address hierarchy for an address assigned by a network access provider.
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 IPv6 security

 A mandatory feature of IPv6

 All IPv6 systems must support both
authentication and encryption.

 However, it’s up to the hosts to decide
whether security is needed in their
datagrams.

 Two related extension headers

 Authentication Header.

 Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP).

 IPv6 Authentication Extension Header

0                            8                            16                                                           31
Next Header Payload Len Reserved

Security Parameters Index
Sequence Number

_                                                                                                      _
_ Authentication Data _
_ _
_                        (Variable number of 32-bit words) _

Figure Format of authentication extension header.
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 Security Parameters Index (SPI) establishes the
security association for a communication
between the source and destination

A security association is a one-way
relationship between a sender and a receiver,
and is uniquely identified by the destination
address and relevant SPI.

Some Characteristics of a Security Association
 Specific encryption or authentication algorithm in use
 Specific key or keys to the communication
 Other parameters of the algorithm (e.g., synchronization data or

initialization vectors)
 Time limits on the keys or the entire association
 Sensitivity of the protected data (e.g., secret, top secret, etc.)

 Two types of ESP

 Transport-mode ESP – used to encrypt the
data carried by IP.

 Tunnel-mode ESP – used to encrypt an entire
IP packet.
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Security Parameters Index
Sequence Number

_ _
_                                Initialization Vector _
_                                                                                                      _

_ _
_                                   Payload Data _
_ _

Padding (if needed) Pad Length Payload Type

Figure Encapsulating security payload format.

 IPv6 specifies the keyed Message Digest 5
(MD5) algorithm as the default authentication
algorithm

 Users may optionally use a different
algorithm.

 IPv6 specifies DES-CBC as the default
encryption algorithm for information privacy

 DES: Data Encryption Standard.

 CBC:  Cipher Block Chaining.
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 For more information:

 RFC 1752 – The Recommendation for the IP Next Generation
Protocol, 01/18/1995.

 RFC 1825 – Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol,
08/09/1995.

 RFC 1826 – IP Authentication Header, 08/09/1995.

 RFC 1827 – IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), 08/09/1995.

 RFC 1828 – IP Authentication using Keyed MD5, 08/09/1995.

 RFC 1829 – The ESP DES-CBC Transform, 08/09/1995.

 RFC 1884 – IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture, 01/04/1996.

 RFC 1887 – An Architecture for IPv6 Unicast Address Allocation,
01/04/1996.

 RFC 2080 – RIPng for IPv6, 01/10/1997.

 RFC 2147 – TCP and UDP over IPv6 Jumbograms, 05/23/1997.

 RFC 2292 – Advanced Sockets API for IPv6, 02/26/1998.

 RFC 2374 – An IPv6 Aggregatable Global Unicast Address Format,
07/20/1998.

 RFC 2375 – IPv6 Multicast Address Assignments, 07/20/1998.

 RFC 2460 – Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification,
December 1998.

 RFC 2553 – Basic Socket Interface Extensions for IPv6, March 1999.
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IP over ATM Networks

 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is designed
for tomorrow's communication needs:

 A high-speed, connection-oriented networking
technology.

 A packetized digital switching and multiplexing
technology.

 Supports various applications using one single
53-byte cell format.

 An ATM network consists of a set of ATM
switches interconnected by point-to-point ATM
links or interfaces

 Two kinds of interfaces:

 User-network interface (UNI).

 Network-network interface (NNI).
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 ATM networks are connection-oriented

 A virtual circuit needs to be set up across the
ATM network prior to any data transfer.

 Two types of ATM circuits:

 Virtual path.
 Virtual channel.

 A virtual connection may be:

 Switched, known as SVC.
 Permanent, known as PVC.

 Two fundamental types of ATM connections

 Point-to-point connection (uni/bi-directional).

 Point-to-multipoint connection (uni-
directional).
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 ATM service classes

 ATM specifies the following service classes

Class Description Examples
CBR Constant Bit Rate Circuit emulation
RT-VBR Variable Bit Rate – Real Time Real-time

videoconferencing
NRT-VBR Variable Bit Rate – Non Real

Time
Multimedia email

ABR Available Bit Rate Browsing the Web
UBR Unspecified Bit Rate Background file transfer

 Characteristics of the ATM service classes

Service characteristics CBR RT-VBR NRT-VBR ABR UBR
Bandwidth guarantee Yes Yes Yes Optional No
Suitable for real-time traffic Yes Yes No No No
Suitable for bursty traffic No No Yes Yes Yes
Feedback about congestion No No No Yes No

 Original service classes (obsolete)

Attribute
Class A
(Circuit)

Class B
(Packetized)

Class C
(Connection

-oriented)

Class D
(Datagrams)

Timing relation
between source
& destination

Rated Not related

Bit rate Constant Variable
Connection

mode
Connection-oriented Connection-

less
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 ATM has a layered architecture

Voice         Video         Data

Adaptation Layer
ATM Layer

Physical Layer

 Physical layer

 Defines a transport method for ATM cells
between two ATM entities.

 Encodes data into suitable electrical/optical
waveforms for transmission.

 SONET is used in North America for actual bit
transmission, with data rates ranging from
51.84 Mbps to 9953.28 Mbps over optical fiber.

 T1/T3 carriers may also be used for data
transmission at 1.544/44.736 Mbps over the
conventional telephone system.
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 ATM layer

 ATM cell structure

0          1          2         3          4         5          6         7
GFC/VPI VPI

VPI VCI
VCI

VCI PTI CLP
HEC

Payload
(48 bytes)

Figure An ATM cell has a 5-byte header and a 48-byte payload.

 Is responsible for cell relaying between ATM-
layer entities:

 Cell construction.
 Cell multiplexing/demultiplexing.
 Cell loss priority processing.
 Cell rate pacing and peak rate enforcement.
 Cell header validation.
 Explicit forward congestion marking.

 Functions performed at this layer are designed
to be carried out in hardware at very high data
rates.
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 Adaptation layer

 Interacts between applications and the ATM
layer.

 Is further divided into sublayers

 AAL1 for Class A service.
 AAL2 for Class B service.
 AAL3 for Class C service.
 AAL4 for Class D service.
 AAL5 is designed to succeed AAL3/4.

 Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5)

 For sending conventional data packets across an
ATM network.

 Packet format

AAL5 Data          (1~65,535 octets) Trailer (8)
Figure The basic packet format that AAL5 accepts and delivers.

8-bit
UU

8-bit
CPI

16-bit
Length

32-bit
Frame Check Sequence

Figure 18.7  Format of the 8-octet trailer that follows the AAL5 data.
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 AAL5 accepts data from an application running
on the host, generates a trailer and divides the
packet into 48-octet blocks for the ATM layer.

 On the receiving end, AAL5 reassembles
incoming cells into a packet, performs error
checking, and passes the result to the relevant
host software.

 The processes of dividing/regrouping are
known as ATM segmentation and reassembly
(SAR).

 Mapping ATM layers into OSI layers

OSI           ATM                       ATM Sublayer

¾ AAL
Convergence Sublayer

Segmentation And Reassembly

2/3 ATM

2

1
Physical

Transmission Convergence

Physical Medium Dependent
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 Transport of IP datagrams over ATM networks

 IP datagrams are transferred across an ATM
network via AAL5.

 For each IP datagram, AAL5 generates a trailer,
divides it into cells, and passes them into ATM
layer for delivery.

 At the receiver, AAL5 reassembles the
datagram, performs error checking, and passes
the result to IP.

 IP imposes a default MTU of 9180 octets on
ATM networks.

 Two issues need to be addressed:

 Address resolution.
 Packet encapsulation.
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 Logic IP subnet

 A logic IP subnet (LIS) consists of a group of
IP hosts (and routers) that connect to a single
ATM network and belong to the same IP subnet

 An LIS acts like a virtual LAN.

 Hosts on an LIS share a single IP network
address.

 Hosts on the same LIS may exchange IP
datagrams directly; hosts on different LISs need
to go through a router.

 Every host on an LIS must (potentially) have an
open virtual circuit to every other host on the
LIS.
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 IP address resolution

 Each LIS supports a single ATMARP server

 ATMARP is a variant of ARP.

 All hosts within the LIS are configured with
the ATM address of the ATMARP server.

 A host within the LIS wishing to resolve a
destination IP address would send an ATMARP
request to the server

 An ATMARP reply containing the desired
ATM address is sent if there is a match; else
an ATM_NAK is returned.

 Once an LIS host has obtained the ATM
address that corresponds to a particular IP
address, it can then set up a connection to the
address.

 Any packet for a destination outside the source
host’s LIS must be sent to a default router

 No “cut-through” routes that bypass
intermediate router hops by hosts on the
same ATM network, but within two different
LISs are allowed.
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 Format of  an ATMARP packet

0                              8                               16                            24                       31
Hardware Type  (0x0013) Protocol Type  (0x0800)

Sender HLEN Sender HLEN2 Operation
Sender PLEN Target HLEN Target HLEN2 Target PLEN

Sender’s ATM Address
(20 octets)

Sender’s Protocol Address

Target’s ATM Address
(20 octets)

Target’s Protocol Address

Figure Format of an ATMARP packet when used with a 20-octet ATM address.

Code Meaning
1 ATMARP Request
2 ATMARP Reply
8 Inverse ATMARP Request
9 Inverse ATMARP Reply
10 ATMARP Negative Ack

Figure Values/meanings in the Operation field of a ATMARP packet.
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 IP datagram encapsulation

 An IP datagram transported via an AAL 5
packet may be prefixed with an LLC/SNAP
header before being sent to AAL 5

 LLC: Logical Link Control.
 SNAP: SubNetwork Attachment Point.

 LLC/SNAP encapsulation

0                   24                            48            63
LLC OUI              Type
Format of the 8-octet LLC/SNAP header.

LLC/SNAP IP datagram Trailer
Figure An AAL 5 packet transporting an IP datagram.

0              8               16
DSAP SSAP Control

Figure Format of the 3-octet LLC header.
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 Multiple protocols issues in AAL5

 An AAL5 frame is not self-identifying for no
type field in its trailer

All AAL5 packets sent to a particular destination
across a particular connection must be received
in sequence, with no interleaving between the
cells of different packets on the same connection,
or the destination reassembly process would not
be able to reconstruct the packets.

 Two solutions:

 One connection per protocol.
 LLC/SNAP encapsulation (recommended).

 Connection reuse problems can also be easily
solved with LLC/SNAP encapsulation.

Connection reuse only works for UBR and ABR
connections – if an application requires QoS
guarantees then every distinct flow will require its
own connection.
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 For more information:

 RFC 1483 – Multiprotocol Encapsulation over ATM Adaptation
Layer, 07/20/1993.

 RFC 1755 –ATM Signaling Support for IP over ATM", 02/17/1995.

 RFC 1932 – IP over ATM: A Framework Document, 04/08/1996.

 RFC 2022 – Support for Multicast over UNI 3.0/3.1 based ATM
Networks, 11/05/1996.

 RFC 2149 – Multicast Server Architectures for MARS-based ATM
multicasting, 05/23/1997.

 RFC 2170 – Application REQuested IP over ATM (AREQUIPA),
07/02/1997.

 RFC 2225 – Classical IP and ARP over ATM, 04/13/1998.

 RFC 2226 – IP Broadcast over ATM Networks, 10/28/1997.

 RFC 2331 – ATM Signalling Support for IP over ATM - UNI
Signalling 4.0 Update, 04/29/1998.

 RFC 2337 – Intra-LIS IP multicast among routers over ATM using
Sparse Mode PIM, 05/01/1998.

 RFC 2364 – PPP over AAL5, 07/02/1998.

 RFC 2417 – Definitions of Managed Objects for Multicast over UNI
3.0/3.1 based ATM Networks, September 1998.

 RFC 2492 – IPv6 over ATM Networks,  January 1999.

 http://cell-relay.indiana.edu/cell-relay/docs/cisco.html
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Sockets

 A socket is a communication end point:

 Is equivalent to a computer's network (hardware)
interface.

 Allows a network application to "plug into" the
network.  (Not physically, but metaphorically.)

 Is a network programming interface:

 It is used for interprocess communication over
the network.

 Is used by a process to communicate with a
remote system via a transport protocol.

 Needs an IP address and a port number.

 Sockets were first introduced in Berkeley
UNIX.

 An extension of the UNIX abstraction of
file I/O concepts.
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 Now are commonly supported in almost all
modern operating systems for inter-systems
communications.

 Sockets are popularly used in client/server
computing.

 Provides two major types of services:

 Connection-oriented

 Implemented on TCP

 Short for Transmission Control Protocol.

 An end-to-end connection is established
before data exchange can happen.

 Similar to our phone system.

 Data bytes are delivered in sequence.

 Delivery of data is guaranteed.

 Connection is terminated when finished.
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 Two modes:

 Iterative (synchronous)

 Concurrent (asynchronous)

 Connectionless

 Implemented on UDP

 Short for User Datagram Protocol.

 No connection is required before data
transfer.

 Similar to our postal system.

 Data bytes may be missing or delivered
out-of-order.

 Two modes:

 Iterative (synchronous)

 Concurrent (asynchronous)
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 Java supports client/server computing using sockets.

 Java supports both connection-oriented and
connectionless services.

 Java uses Socket for clients and ServerSocket for
servers in a connection-oriented environment.

 The Socket class provides a Java
programming interface to the TCP protocol.

 Java uses DatagramSocket/DatagramPacket for
connectionless services.

 The DatagramSocket class provides a Java
programming  interface to the UDP
protocol.
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 The life cycles of the client/server model in Java.

 The life cycle of a client [Haro 97: p. 150]1

a) A client socket is created using Socket().

b) The socket connects to a remote host.

b.1) Done by Java on your behalf.
b.2) A full-duplex connection.

c) Data exchange between local and remote
hosts.

c.1) In need of an input stream to read data
from server.

c.2) In need of an output stream to send
data to server.

c.3) Meanings of data depend on protocols.

d) Connection terminates after transmission of
data is complete.

d.1)  Requests for data may be single or
multiple in a connection, depending
on protocols.

1 Elliotte Harold, Java Network Programming, O'Reilly, 1997, p. 150.
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 The life cycle of a server [Haro 97: p. 185]

a) A server socket is created on a particular
port using ServerSocket().

b) The socket listens for an incoming
connection request from a client on the port
using accept().

c) Data exchange after connection is made.

c.1) The server and client interact
according to an agreed upon protocol.

c.2) Either or both of getInputStream() and
getOutputStream(), depending on the
type of server, is called to exchange
data with the client.

d) The server, the client, or both closes the
connection upon completion of data
exchange.

e) The server returns to b), and waits for the
next connection request.

 In asynchronous mode, the server spawns a
thread to interact with the client in step c.2).
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 The Socket class

 The Socket class represents a network connection.

 A socket is created typically with a hostname,
or an IP address, and a port number.

 A (protocol) port is an abstraction used by a
transport protocol to distinguish applications
on a given host.

 Port numbers range from 0 to 65,353.
Numbers smaller than 1024 are reserved.

 You may optionally specify the underlying
communication protocol type to be one of:

 Connection-oriented  (default)

 Stream-based (TCP).

 Connectionless

 Datagram-based (UDP).

 Being replaced by DatagramSocket.
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 Six constructors

 Socket()  Creates an unconnected socket, with
the system-default type of SocketImpl.

 Socket(InetAddress address, int port)  Creates a
stream socket and connects it to the specified
port number at the specified IP address.

 Socket(InetAddress address, int port, InetAddress
localAddr, int localPort)  Creates a socket and
connects it to the specified remote address on
the specified  remote port.

 Socket(SocketImpl impl)  Creates an
unconnected Socket with a user-specified
SocketImpl.

 Socket(String host, int port)  Creates a stream
socket and connects it to the specified port
number on the named host.

 Socket(String host, int port, InetAddress localAddr,
int localPort)  Creates a socket and connects it
to the specified remote host on the specified
remote port.
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 Useful Socket methods:

 InetAddress getInetAddress()

 Get the Internet address to which this
Socket is connected.

 InputStream getInputStream()

 Get an InputStream for reading bytes from
this Socket.

 InetAddress getLocalAddress()

 Get the local Internet address this Socket is
using.

 int getLocalPort()

 Get the local port this Socket is using.

 OutputStream getOutputStream()

 Get an OutputStream for writing bytes to
this Socket.

 int getPort()

 Get the remote port to which this Socket is
connected.
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 Example:  network echo

1  /* netWEcho
2     To echo user input from a remote host via the network

3         Syntax:  netWEcho [remoteHost]
4 */

5  import java.io.*;
6  import java.net.*;

7  class netWEcho {
8    public static void main (String[] args)  {
9      String host = "localhost";   // default is local host

10      if (args.length > 0)  {
11          host = args[0];
12      }
13 try  {
14          Socket socketIO = new Socket(host, 7);  // 7 is echo server

15          DataInputStream socketIn =
16              new DataInputStream(socketIO.getInputStream());

17          DataOutputStream socketOut =
18              new DataOutputStream(socketIO.getOutputStream());

19          int userIn, socketEcho;
20          final int EOF = -1;      // to define EOF, for program readibility

21          while ((userIn = System.in.read()) != EOF) {
22               socketOut.writeByte(userIn);             // write to socket
23               socketEcho = socketIn.readByte();    // read from socket
24               System.out.write(socketEcho);          // print socket in
25          }  // end while

26          socketIO.close();
27       } // end try
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 Program output

29          System.err.println(uhe);
30 }
31      catch(IOException ioe) {
32          System.out.println(ioe);
33      }
34    }  // end main
35  }  // end netWEcho

java  netWEcho  fau.edu
Hello World!
Hello World!
^D

java  netWEcho  cse.fau.edu
java.net.UnknownHostException: cse.fau.edu

java  netWEcho  www.cse.fau.edu
java.net.ConnectException: Connection refused

java  netWEcho
Hello World!
Hello World!
^D
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 Example:  to find TCP ports

1  /* viewPorts
2     To find ports that host TCP services

3         Syntax:  viewPorts [remote hostname]

4     Well-kown ports are specified in  /etc/services
5  */

6  import java.io.*;
7  import java.net.*;

8  class viewPorts {

9    public static void main (String[] args)  {
10      Socket socketIn;
11      String host = "localhost";

12      if (args.length > 0)  {
13 host = args[0];
14      }
15      for (int i = 0; i < 1024; i++) {
16          try  {
17              socketIn = new Socket(host, i);  // to open a socket
18              System.out.println("Port " + i + " hosts TCP service");
19              socketIn.close();                // to close the open socket
20          }

21          catch(UnknownHostException uhe) {
22              System.err.println(uhe);
23              break;
24          }

25          catch(IOException ioe) {
26              // System.out.println("Port " + i + " does not host TCP service");
27              // output statement is commented out to avoid a lengthy output
28          }
29      }  // end for
30    }  // end main
31  }  // end viewPorts
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 Program output

java  viewPorts  fau.edu
Port 7 hosts TCP service
Port 9 hosts TCP service
Port 13 hosts TCP service
Port 19 hosts TCP service
Port 21 hosts TCP service
Port 23 hosts TCP service
Port 25 hosts TCP service
Port 37 hosts TCP service
Port 53 hosts TCP service
Port 80 hosts TCP service
Port 111 hosts TCP service
Port 512 hosts TCP service
Port 513 hosts TCP service
Port 514 hosts TCP service
Port 515 hosts TCP service
Port 540 hosts TCP service
Port 867 hosts TCP service

java  viewPorts  reality.cse.fau.edu
Port 21 hosts TCP service
Port 22 hosts TCP service
Port 23 hosts TCP service
Port 25 hosts TCP service
Port 53 hosts TCP service
Port 79 hosts TCP service
Port 110 hosts TCP service
Port 111 hosts TCP service
Port 113 hosts TCP service
Port 513 hosts TCP service
Port 514 hosts TCP service
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 Example:  to access smtp via socket

1  /* smtp
2     To access smtp (simple mail transfer protocol) via socket

3         Syntax: smtp  [hostname]
4  */

5  import java.io.*;
6  import java.net.*;

7  class smtp {
8    public static void main (String[] args)  {
9      String host = "localhost";   // default is local host

10      String mesg  = "mail from: someone@who.you.know" + "\n" +
11                     "rcpt to: sam@cse.fau.edu\n" +
12                     "data\n" +
13                     "This is a test\n" +
14                     ".\n" +
15                     "quit\n";

16      if (args.length > 0)  {
17          host = args[0];
18      }
19      try  {
20          Socket socketIO = new Socket(host, 25);  // 25 is smtp server

21          DataInputStream socketIn =
22              new DataInputStream(socketIO.getInputStream());

23          DataOutputStream socketOut =
24              new DataOutputStream(socketIO.getOutputStream());

25          socketOut.writeBytes(mesg);       // write to socket

26          while (true) {
27              System.out.write(socketIn.readByte());
28          }
29       }  // end try
30 catch(UnknownHostException uhe) {
31          System.err.println(uhe);
32      }
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 Program output

33      catch(IOException ioe) {
34          //System.out.println(ioe);
35      }
36      finally {                       // always executes if any part of try executes
37          System.out.println();
38          //socketIO.close();  //not defined here
39      }
40    }  // end main
41  }  // end smtp

java  smtp  reality.cse.fau.edu
220 reality.cse.fau.edu ESMTP mailer ready at Sat, 15 May 1999 17:32:17 -250
someone@who.you.know... Sender ok
250 sam@cse.fau.edu... Recipient ok
354 Enter mail, end with "." on a line by itself
250 RAA07256 Message accepted for delivery
503 Need MAIL before RCPT
503 Need MAIL command
500 Command unrecognized: "This is a test"
500 Command unrecognized: "."
221 reality.cse.fau.edu closing connection

telnet  reality.cse.fau.edu  25
Trying 131.91.80.40...
Connected to reality.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
220 reality.cse.fau.edu ESMTP mailer ready at Sat, 15 May 1999 17:34:38 -040
mail from: someone@who.you.know
250 someone@who.you.know... Sender ok
rcpt to: sam@cse.fau.edu
250 sam@cse.fau.edu... Recipient ok
data
354 Enter mail, end with "." on a line by itself
This is a test
.
250 RAA07266 Message accepted for delivery
quit
221 reality.cse.fau.edu closing connection
Connection closed by foreign host.
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 The ServerSocket class

 This class implements server sockets.

 A server socket waits for requests to come in over
the network. It performs some operation based on
that request, and then possibly returns a result to
the requester.

 The actual work of the server socket is performed
by an instance of the SocketImpl class.

 An application can change the socket factory that
creates the socket implementation to configure
itself to create sockets appropriate to the local
firewall.

 Three constructors

 ServerSocket(int port)  Creates a server socket
on a specified port. A port of 0 creates a socket
on any free port.

 ServerSocket(int port, int backlog)  Creates a
server socket and binds it to the specified local
port number. The maximum queue length for
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incoming connection request is set to the
backlog parameter.

 ServerSocket(int port, int backlog, InetAddress
bindAddr)  Create a server with the specified
port, listen backlog, and local IP address to
bind to.

 Things to know about ServerSocket:

 The port must be between 0 and 65535,
inclusive. If 0 is chosen as the port number, the
host OS will select a free port for you. A port
chosen in this manner is called an anonymous
port.

 The maximum queue length for incoming
connection requests is set to 50 by default on
any port. The parameter backlog should be 
50. If a connection request arrives when the
queue is full, the connection is refused.

 The bindAddr argument (the local InetAddress
the server will bind to) may be used on a multi-
homed host for a ServerSocket that will only
accept connect requests to one of its addresses.
If bindAddr is null, it will default accepting
connections on any/all local addresses.
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 Example: to find the first free port

 Program output

1  /* findAPort
2     To find a free port (to bind to)

3         Syntax:  findAPort
4  */

5  import java.io.*;
6  import java.net.*;

7  class findAPort {
8    public static void main (String[] args)  {

9      for (int i = 1024; i < 65535; i++) {
10        try  {
11            ServerSocket freePort = new ServerSocket(i);

12            System.out.println("The first free port is: " + i);

13            freePort.close();  // always a good practice to close when finished
14            System.exit(i);     // to exit the loop and program; i is arbitrary
15        } catch(IOException ioe) {
16            // control falls into this block if there is a server on port i
17        }
18      }  // end for
19    }  // end main
20  }  // end findAPort

The first free port is: 1024
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 Example: a daytime server

1  /* dayTmSer
2     To implement a specialized server -- reporting date and time

3         Syntax:  dayTmSer

4     Key points:
5 . Server and client each needs a different socket.
6     . Server response can be sent to client using PrintStream that chains to
7       the client socket's getOutputStream() (for output to client)
8     . accept() is used by server to listen for a connection request from client.
9       Server blocks until a request is received.

10     . This is a iterative server, serving one request at a time.
11     . getSoTimeout() is used to set socket timeout so the server will not
12       get stuck in the infinite loop forever. However, in applications, a server
13       may wait forever for a client to connect. In this case, this method is
14       not needed, or the amout of time for timeout is specified as 0.
15  */

16  import java.io.*;
17  import java.net.*;
18  import java.util.Date;

19  public class dayTmSer {
20    public final static int daytimePort = 1300;  // well-known port is 13

21    public static void main (String[] args)  {

22        ServerSocket serSocket;      // for server socket
23 Socket cliSocket;            // for client socket
24        PrintStream prt;

25        try  {
26            serSocket = new ServerSocket(daytimePort);
27            try  {
28                while (true)  {               // an infinite loop
29 serSocket.setSoTimeout(60000);   // times out in 1 min
30                    cliSocket = serSocket.accept();  // listen for client request
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 Program output  (response to a client request)

31                    prt =  new PrintStream(cliSocket.getOutputStream());
32                    prt.println(new Date());  // send date/time to client
33                    cliSocket.close();        // only one request per connection
34                }
35            } catch(InterruptedIOException ie)  { // the timeout expires
36                System.out.println(ie);
37            } catch(IOException ioe)  {      // catch error on accept()
38                System.out.println(ioe);
39            } finally {
40                serSocket.close();           // close the server socket on error
41            }
42         } catch(IOException ioe)  {         // catch error on ServerSocket()
43             System.out.println(ioe);
44         }  // outer try
45    }  // end main
46  }  // end dayTmSer

telnet reality.cse.fau.edu 1300
Trying 131.91.80.40...
Connected to reality.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
Sun May 16 22:26:20 EDT 1999
Connection closed by foreign host

# waiting …
java.io.InterruptedIOException: Accept timed out
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 Example: File and directory properties

1  /* fileDir
2     To deal with file & directory properties

3        Syntax: fileDir [filename]

4     Key points:
5     . This program takes one input filename as a commandline argument.
6     . If there is no argument, default is the current directory.
7     . A File object is created out of the input filename.
8     . If the file referred to by the filename does not exist, program exists.
9     . If the file is a directory, list all entries under it.

10     . If it is a file, test to see if it is readable and writeable.
11     . If it is neither a directory nor a file, indicate it.
12  */

13  import java.io.*;

14  public class fileDir {
15    public static void main(String[] args)  {

16        String filename = ".";      // default is current dir
17        if (args.length > 0)
18            filename = args[0];
19        File file = new File(filename);

20        if (!file.exists())  {      // if there is no such filename
21            System.out.println(filename + " does not exist!");
22            return;                 // program terminates
23        }
24        if (file.isDirectory()) {   // if input filename is a directory
25            String[] entryNames = file.list();

26            for (int i = 0; i < entryNames.length; i++)  // list all entries
27                System.out.println(entryNames[i]);
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 Program output

28 } else if (file.isFile()) { // if it is a file
29            if (file.canRead())
30                System.out.println(filename + " is readable.");
31            if (file.canWrite())
32                System.out.println(filename + " is writeabl.e");
33        } else
34            System.out.println(filename + " is neither a file nor a directory.");
35    }  // end main
36  }  // end fileDir

Java  fileDir
viewPorts.java
smtp.java
netWEcho.java
findAPort.java
dayTmSer.java
execCmd.java
fileDir.java
fileDir.class

java  fileDir  nosuchfile
nosuchfile does not exist!

Java  fileDir  fileDir.class
fileDir.class is readable.
fileDir.class is writeabl.e

java  fileDir  /dev/tty
/dev/tty is neither a file nor a directory.
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 Example: to execute host commands

1  /* execCmd
2 To execute an external command

3         Syntax:  execCmd cmd

4     Key points:
5     . This program needs one external command as a commandline argument.
6       If missing, program exits using the return statement.
7     . Use getRuntime() to get a Runtime object for the current platform so this
8       object can be used to perform some system functions of the host OS.
9       getRuntime() is a static method, direct access is allowed.

10     . Runtime.exec() creates a native process and return an instance of a
11       subclass of Process that can be used to control the process and obtain
12       information about it, including performing input/output from/to the
13       process, waiting for the process to complete, checking the exit status
14       of the process, and destroying (killing) the process.
15  */

16  import java.io.*;
17  import java.lang.*;

18  public class execCmd {

19    public static void main (String[] args)  {

20      if (args.length < 1)  {
21          System.out.println("Syntax: java execCmd command");
22          return;    // no value to be returned
23      }

24      Runtime runTm = Runtime.getRuntime();
25      Process proc = null;

26      try  {
27          proc = runTm.exec(args);
28          BufferedReader execRes = new
29              BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(proc.getInputStream()));
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 Program output

30          String lineIn = null;
31          while ((lineIn = execRes.readLine()) != null)  {
32              System.out.println(lineIn);
33          }
34          proc.destroy();             // to terminate the external process
35       }  catch (Exception e)  {
36           System.out.println(e);
37       }
38    }  // end main
39  }  // end execCmd

java  execCmd
Syntax: java execCmd command

java  execCmd  date
Tue May 18 11:04:11 EDT 1999

java  execCmd  echo Hello World!
Hello World!

java  execCmd  who | wc -l
26
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 The DatagramSocket class

 This class represents a socket for sending and
receiving datagram packets.

 Datagram packets are used to implement a
connectionless packet delivery service.

 A datagram socket is the sending or receiving
point for a packet delivery service.

 Each datagram packet, or datagram for short, sent
or received on a datagram socket is individually
addressed and routed.

 Each datagram is routed from one machine to
another based solely on information contained
within that packet.

 Multiple datagrams sent from one machine to
another may be routed differently, and may arrive
in any order.

 Three constructors

 DatagramSocket()  Constructs a datagram socket
and binds it to any available port on the local
host machine.
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 DatagramSocket(int port)  Constructs a datagram
socket and binds it to the specified port on the
local host machine.

 DatagramSocket(int port, InetAddress laddr) 
Creates a datagram socket, bound to the
specified local address.
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 The DatagramPacket class

 This class represents a datagram packet.

 The DatagramPacket class assembles data bytes
into packets called datagrams for delivery.

 It disassembles and extracts data contents from
datagrams received from a remote site.

 Four constructors

 DatagramPacket(byte[] buf, int length) 
Constructs a DatagramPacket for receiving
packets of length length.

 DatagramPacket(byte[] buf, int offset, int length) 
Constructs a DatagramPacket for receiving
packets of length length, specifying an offset
into the buffer.

 DatagramPacket(byte[] buf, int length, InetAddress
address, int port)  Constructs a datagram
packet for sending packets of length length to
the specified port number on the specified host.
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 DatagramPacket(byte[] buf, int offset, int length,
InetAddress address, int port)  Constructs a
datagram packet for sending packets of length
length with offset offset to the specified port
number on the specified host.
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 The SocketImpl class

 The abstract class SocketImpl is a common
superclass of all classes that actually implement
sockets.

 It is used to create both client and server
sockets.

 A "plain" socket implements these methods
exactly as described, without attempting to go
through a firewall or proxy.
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 Typical C implementation of a client/server
environment using sockets [Stev 98]2.

UDP Server

UDP Client

Socket functions for UDP client-server

2 W. Richard Stevens, UNIX Network Programming, vol. 1, 2nd ed., Prentice Hall, 1998.

data  (reply)

data  (request)

socket()

recvfrom()

bind()

socket()

sendto()

blocks until connection
from client

sendto()recvfrom()

process request

well-known
port

close()
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TCP Server

TCP Client

Socket functions for TCP client-server

EOF notification

data  (reply)

data  (request)

connection establishment

TCP 3-way handshake

socket()

listen()

bind()

accept()

socket()

connect()

write()

blocks until connection
from client

read()

write()

read()

read()

close()

close()

process request

well-known
port
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HyperText Transfer Protocol

 HTTP

 The "native" WWW protocol for data retrieval

 Has been in use by WWW since 1990.

 Designed for distributed, collaborative,
hypermedia information systems

 An application-level, client/server protocol.

 Files of any data type can be transferred.

 Currently used almost exclusively with TCP

 Port number 80.

 One independent TCP connection per HTTP
request

 For older versions: 0.9, 1.0

 One persistent TCP connection for multiple
HTTP requests

 For newer version: 1.1
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 A request-response type of protocol

 Direct

request to server

response to client

 Through a proxy agent

request  to request  to
proxy                        server

response to                              response to
client proxy

 Through a tunnel agent

request
to server

response to
client

Client HTTP
Server

Client

Proxy

HTTP
Server

Client

Tunnel

HTTP
Server
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 Two simple properties

 Stateless

 No memory of what files were transferred
before.

 Pseudo-anonymous clients

 Server only sees the IP address of a client, not
individual users.

 HTTP is negotiable

 Contents of negotiation:

 Media type.
 Character set.
 Language.

 Negotiation can be:

 Agent–driven: from client.
 Server–driven: from server.
 Transparent: from an intermediate cache on

behalf of the server.
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 HTTP message types

 Request

request-line
header (0 or more)

<blank line>
body

where format of request-line is

method  request-URI  HTTP-version

A method may be one of HEAD, GET, POST, PUT, DELETE,
TRACE, or OPTIONS.

 Response

status-line
header (0 or more)

<blank line>
body

where format of status-line is

HTTP-version response-code reason-phrase
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Header Name Request Response Body
Accept 
Accept-Charset 
Accept-Encoding 
Accept-Language 
Age 
Allow 
Authorization 
Content-Base 
Content-Encoding 
Content-Language 
Content-Length 
Content-Location 
Content-MD5 
Content-Range 
Content-Type 
ETag 
Expires 
From 
Host 
If-Modified-Since 
If-Match 
If-None-Match 
If-Range 
If-Unmodified-Since 
Last-Modified 
Location 
Max-Forwards 
Proxy-Authenticate 
Proxy-Authorization 
Public 
Range 
Referer 
Retry-After 
Server 
User-Agent 
Vary 
Warning 
WWW-Authenticate 

HTTP Header Names
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Response Description

100
101

Information
Continue
Switching Protocols

200
201
202
203
204
205
206

Success
OK
Created
Accepted
Non-Authoritative Information
No Content
Reset Content
Partial Content

300
301
302
303
304
305

Redirection
Multiple Choices
Moved Permanently
Moved Temporarily
See Other
Not Modified
Use Proxy

400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415

Client error
Bad Request
Unauthorized
Payment Required
Forbidden
Not Found
Method Not Allowed
Not Acceptable
Proxy Authentication Required
Request Timeout
Conflict
Gone
Length Required
Precondition Failed
Request Entity Too Large
Request-URI Too Long
Unsupported Media Type

500
501
502
503
504
505

Server error
Internal Server Error
Not Implemented
Bad Gateway
Service Unavailable
Gateway Timeout
HTTP Version Not Supported

HTTP 3-digit response codes
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 Example: HEAD CSE Home Page

 Example: GET CSE Home Page

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
HEAD  /  http/1.1

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:11:58 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Last-Modified: Thu, 08 Apr 1999 21:27:12 GMT
ETag: "a588-15db-370d1f30"
Content-Length: 5595
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/html

Connection closed by foreign host.

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
GET  /  http/1.1

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:58:19 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Last-Modified: Thu, 08 Apr 1999 21:27:12 GMT
ETag: "a588-15db-370d1f30"
Content-Length: 5595
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/html

<html>
<head>
<title>FAU - Computer Science and Engineering Dept.</title></head>
. . .
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 Example: GET a Specific File

 Example: GET with If-Modified-Since

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
GET  /faculty/photos/hsu.gif  http/1.1
If-Modified-Since: Tue, 08 May 1998 10:30:02 GMT

HTTP/1.1 304 Not Modified
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:30:47 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Connection: close
ETag: "d219-2c65-2f42218d"

Connection closed by foreign host.

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
GET  /faculty/photos/hsu.gif/  http/1.1
From:  sam@cse.fau.edu

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:18:42 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Last-Modified: Wed, 15 Feb 1995 15:45:17 GMT
ETag: "d219-2c65-2f42218d"
Content-Length: 11365
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Connection: close
Content-Type: image/gif
. . .
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 Example: Options

 Example: Server redirect

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
OPTIONS * http/1.1

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:49:11 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Content-Length: 0
Allow: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS, TRACE
Connection: close

Connection closed by foreign host.

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
GET  /faculty/photos  http/1.1

HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 14:33:24 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Location: http://www.cse.fau.edu/faculty/photos/
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/html

<HTML><HEAD>
<TITLE>301 Moved Permanently</TITLE>
</HEAD><BODY>
<H1>Moved Permanently</H1>
The document has moved <A
HREF="http://www.cse.fau.edu/faculty/photos/">here</A>
.<P>
</BODY></HTML>
Connection closed by foreign host.
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 Example: TRACE

 Example: Using tracert to trace hops

reality% telnet  www.cse.fau.edu  80
Trying 131.91.80.41...
Connected to sol.cse.fau.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.
TRACE  home.netscape.com  http/1.1

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 15:24:13 GMT
Server: Apache/1.2.6
Connection: close
Content-Type: message/http

TRACE home.netscape.com http/1.1

Connection closed by foreign host.

D:\sam tracert  home.netscape.com

Tracing route to www-ld1.netscape.com [207.200.75.200]
over a maximum of 30 hops:

1    10 ms    20 ms   <10 ms  segate.fau.edu [131.91.80.1]
2    20 ms    10 ms    20 ms  s5-0-0-6-0.tamqfl1-cr1.bbnplanet.net [4.24.96.21]
3    10 ms     *       20 ms  fa1-0-0.tamqfl1-cr2.bbnplanet.net [4.24.4.166]
4    20 ms    30 ms    31 ms  s4-1-0.atlanta1-br2.bbnplanet.net [4.24.98.226]
5    20 ms     *       40 ms  core4-hssi5-0-0.Atlanta.cw.net [204.70.10.169]
6     *      300 ms   110 ms  corerouter1.SanFrancisco.cw.net [204.70.9.131]
7    80 ms    90 ms   100 ms  bordercore2.SanFrancisco.cw.net [166.48.14.1]
8   100 ms     *      101 ms  netscape.SanFrancisco.cw.net [166.48.15.254]
9   100 ms   100 ms     *     h-207-200-69-74.netscape.com [207.200.69.74]

10     *        *        *     Request timed out.
11     *        *        *     Request timed out.
.  .  .
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 More on HTTP

 Byte range operation

 Client can request portion of a resource.

 Examples:
Range:  bytes=2–100
Range:  btyes=500–700, 900–

 Cache

 A local copy of response messages.

 Five categories of cache control directives:

 Cachable
 Not cachable
 How old can it be
 Don’t serve anything past its age
 Don’t transform

 Chunked encoding

 Data transfer in chunks of known length.

 For sending data with an unknown initial
length due to persistent connections.
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 Encoding format:
Size data chunk . . . Size data chunk 0 size footer

 Cookie

 A cookie is a small piece of data containing
some user-specific information.

 Embedded in the HTML documents flowing
back and forth between the user’s browser
and the server.

 Cookies may be created/stored the following
ways:

 Generated by client to reside on client site.
 Generates by server to reside on client site.
 Generates by server to reside on server site.

 Digest access authentication

 To avoid passing user’s password in plain text
across the network.

 Using the MD5 (Message Digest 5) algorithm
to generate a digest on the concatenation of
password and some other values.
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 The digest is then sent over the network for
authentication purposes.

 Formats of dates and times

 Based on UNIX asctime()
Sat  Nov  01  14:50:20  1997

 Based on RFC 850
Saturday,  01-Nov-97  14:50:20  GMT

 Based on RFC 1123  (required by HTTP/1.1)
Sat,  01  Nov  1997  14:50:20  GMT

 Gateway

 A server acting as an intermediary for some
other server.

 Unlike a proxy, a gateway receives requests as
it were the original server.

 A requesting client may not be aware that it is
communicating with a gateway.
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 Proxy

 An intermediary program which acts as both a
server and a client for the purpose of making
requests on behalf of other clients.

 Requests received by a proxy may be serviced
internally or passed on, with possible
translation, to other servers.

 Tunnel

 An intermediary program acting as a blind
relay between two connections.

 Not considered a party to the HTTP
communication, although it may be initiated by
an HTTP request.

 Version

 Included in each request/response.
 Specifies the upper limit on the capabilities of

the sender.
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 Universal Resource Locator

 Used to designate objects within the WWW.

 Most widely used one within the family
technically known as universal resource
identifiers (URI)

 URL: Universal Resource Locator.
 URN: Universal Resource Name.
 URC: Uniform Resource Characteristics.

 Composed of three parts

 Protocol.
 Host (and port).
 File (and #ref).

 Says nothing about the object to which it points

 Only some informal hints by name.

 Considered a temporary artifact until a more
powerful naming mechanism developed.

 An open issue

How to keep it up-to-date?
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 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)

 A standard used to encode binary data as printable
ASCII text for transmission across the Internet.

 Format of a MIME type:

type/subtype

Type Description
text/html Data is HTML
text/plain Data is plain text
text/richtext Data is rich text format, meeting RFC 1523
text/tab-separated-values Data is tab separated text
video/mpeg Data is MPEG video
video/quicktime Data is Quicktime movie
audio/x-wav Data is Microsoft “wav” format audio file
image/gif Data is GIF image
image/tiff Data is TIFF image
application/msword Data is Microsoft Word file
application/rtf Data is Microsoft rich text format
application/zip Data is compressed with PKZIP
message/rfc822 E-mail message, Internet format
multipart/mixed contains multiple MIME types

Examples of MIME Types.
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 For more information:

 http://wdvl.com/Authoring/HTML/Tutorial/http.html

 http://www.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Internet/World_Wide_We
b/HTTP/

 http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/IT94/Proceedings/DDay/mogul/HTTPLaten
cy.html

 http://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/url-spec.html

 David Whalen, “The Unofficial Netscape Cookie FAQ”,
http://www.cookiecentral.com/unofficial_cookie_faq.htm.

 RFC 2295 – K. Holtman, A. Mutz, "Transparent Content Negotiation in
HTTP", 03/17/1998.

 RFC 2518 – WEBDAV. Y. Goland, E. Whitehead, A. Faizi, S. Carter, D.
Jensen, “HTTP Extensions for Distributed Authoring”, February 1999.

 RFC 2145 – J. Mogul, R. Fielding, J. Gettys, H. Nielsen, "Use and
interpretation of HTTP version numbers", 05/23/1997.

 RFC 2069 – J. Franks, P. Hallam-Baker, J. Hostetler, "An Extension to
HTTP Digest Access Authentication", 01/03/1997.

 RFC 2068 – R. Fielding, J. Gettys, J. Mogul, H. Nielsen, & T. Berners-Lee,
“Hypertext Transfer Protocol – HTTP/1.1”, 01/03/1997.

 RFC 1945 – T. Berners-Lee, R. Fielding, & H. Frystyk, “Hypertext Transfer
Protocol – HTTP/1.0”, 05/07/1996.

 RFC 1808 – R. Fielding, "Relative Uniform Resource Locators",
06/14/1995.

 RFC 1738 – T. Berners-Lee, L. Masinter, M. McCahill, "Uniform
Resource Locators (URL)", 12/20/1994.
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 RFC 2045 – N. Freed, N. Borenstein, "Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) Part One:  Format of Internet Message Bodies",
12/02/1996.  (Updated by RFC2184)

 RFC 2046 – N. Freed, N. Borenstein, "Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) Part Two:  Media Types", 12/02/1996.

 RFC 2047 – K. Moore, "MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions)
Part Three: Message Header Extensions for Non-ASCII Text", 12/02/1996.
(Updated by RFC2184)

 RFC 2048 –N. Freed, J. Klensin, J. Postel, "Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) Part Four:  Registration Procedures", 01/28/1997.

 RFC 2049 – N. Freed, N. Borenstein, "Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME) Part Five:  Conformance Criteria and Examples",
12/02/1996.

 RFC 2184 – N. Freed, K. Moore, MIME Parameter Value and Encoded
Word Extensions: Character Sets, Languages, and Continuations, August
1997. (Obsoleted by RFC2231) (Updates RFC2045, RFC2047, RFC2183)

 RFC 2231 – N. Freed, K. Moore, MIME Parameter Value and Encoded
Word Extensions: Character Sets, Languages, and Continuations,
November 1997. (Obsoletes RFC2184) (Updates RFC2045, RFC2047
RFC2183)

 RFC 2425 – T. Howes, M. Smith, F. Dawson, A MIME Content-Type for
Directory Information.. September 1998.

 RFC 2480 – N. Freed, Gateways and MIME Security Multiparts, January
1999.

 Draft-ietf-wts-shttp-06.txt – E. Rescorla & A. Schiffman, “The Secure
HyperText Transfer Protocol”, 06/26/1998.
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 Example: SimplerServer

1  /* SimplerServer
2     This is an example listed on page 254, Core Java Web Server,
3     by Crhis Taylor & Tim Kimmet.
4  */

5  import java.net.Socket;
6  import java.net.ServerSocket;

7  public class SimpleServer
8  {

9    public static void main(String args[])
10    {
11      SimpleServer server = new SimpleServer();
12      server.runServer();
13    }

14    public void runServer()
15    {
16      try
17      {
18         ServerSocket ss = new ServerSocket(8526);

19         while(true)
20         {
21           Socket incoming = ss.accept();
22           new Thread(new RequestHandler(incoming)).start();
23 }
24      }
25      catch(Exception e)
26      {
27        e.printStackTrace();
28      }
29  }
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 Example: RequestHandler

1  /* RequestHandler
2     This is an example listed on pages 255-256, Core Java Web Server,
3     by Crhis Taylor & Tim Kimmet.
4  */
5  import java.net.Socket;
6  import java.io.*;
7  public class RequestHandler implements Runnable
8  {
9     private Socket theRequest;

10    public RequestHandler(Socket theRequest)
11    {
12      this.theRequest = theRequest;
13    }
14    public void run()
15    {
16      try
17      {
18        BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new
19                InputStreamReader(theRequest.getInputStream()));
20        boolean more = true;
21        String line = br.readLine();
22        while(more)
23 {
24          System.out.println(line);
25          if((line = br.readLine()) == null)
26          {
27            more = false;
28          }
29        }
30        theRequest.close();
31      }
32      catch(IOException ioe)
33      {
34        ioe.printStackTrace();
35      }
36    }
37  }
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FORMS/CGI

 Forms

 For collecting user input

 An advanced feature supported in newer
versions of browsers.

 Users may design their forms anyway to their
liking.

 Form input using <INPUT>

 Radio button for selecting one from a set
<input type=”radio” … checked> …<br>
<input type=”radio” ...> … <br>

 Checkbox for selecting more than one
<input type=”checkbox” …checked> … <br>
<input type=”checkbox” ... > … <br>
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 Form input using <SELECT>

 Will generate a pull-down menu to select one
out of many.

 Need <option> to give values for selection
<select name=” … ">
<option> …
<option> …
<option> …
</select>

 Form text data input

 For line input
<INPUT TYPE=”text” …>

 For block input
<TEXTAREA NAME=”…” ROWS=value
COLS=value> … </TEXTAREA>
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 Form submission

 Two things needed for submitting user input

A submit button or an image
<INPUT TYPE=”submit” …>
<INPUT TYPE=”image” SRC=”filename.gif”>

A program to accept the data
<FORM METHOD=”post”
ACTION=”filename.cgi”>

 A reset button is nice to have
<INPUT TYPE=”reset”>
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 Example:

<html>
<head><title>HTML/CGI Forms Test Page</title></head>
<body>
<br>
<h2>HTML/CGI Forms Test Page</h1>
<hr><p>

<form method="post" action="http://www.cse.fau.edu/cgi-bin/webp/form_out.cgi">

Check this: <input type="checkbox" name="check" checked><p>

Choose something:<p>

<input type="radio" name="choice1" value="One" checked>One<br>
<input type="radio" name="choice1" value="Two">Two<br>
<input type="radio" name="choice1" value="Three">Three<br><p>

Choose something else:<p>

<select name="choice2">
<option>Red
<option>Green
<option>Blue
</select><p>

Type something:
<input type="text" name="text1" size="30" value="Foo foo foo"><p>

Type something else:<p>

<textarea name="text2" rows="5" cols="70">1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0! @ # $ % ^ & * (
)</textarea><p>

<input type="submit"> <input type="reset"><p>
</form>
</body>
</html>
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 Form Output

 Format of output values
varialbe=value&variable=value& …

where
variable is the name defined in the form.
value is the user input data.
& is the delimiter.

 Some conversions of input characters
Blank character becomes +.

Special characters become%hex.
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 Common Gateway Interface (CGI)

 CGI is for interaction between servers and
clients

 Typically the client browser collects user
input and submits it to the server.

 The server, after processing the user data,
returns the results to the client.

 CGI bridges together servers and clients.

 What is CGI?

 A standard that specifies the data format for
the client browsers and their servers to follow
for data exchange.

 CGI programming is a mechanism of
implementing the communication between
servers and clients.

 CGI-bin

 A special directory to provide CGI
capabilities.

 Typically on the server site.
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 Named cgi-bin by convention.

 Contains executable programs that may be
written in any language

General purpose: C, C++, Java.
Script: Perl, UNIX Shell, Javascript.

 Names end with .cgi normally.

 Is an executable program that may:

 Gather data received from the client.

 Send the data for processing.

 Store the execution results in a local
database, and/or returns the results to the
client.

 Must be able to create an HTML document on
the fly in returning the result back to the
requesting client.
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*  HTML statement

<form method="post" action="http://www.cse.fau.edu/cgi-
bin/webp/form_out.cgi">

*  C source program – form_out.c

#include <stdio.h>

main()
{

int i, len = 0;

printf("Content-type: text/html\n\n");

if (getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"))   /* if this variable is not empty */
len = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));

else
return(-1);

for (i = 0; i < len; i ++)
putchar(getchar());

putchar('\n');
return(0);

}
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*  HTML statement

<form method="post" action="http://www.cse.fau.edu/cgi-
bin/webp/form_parse.cgi">

*  C source program – form_parse.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
main()
{

int i, equal_sign, len = 0;
char ch, hex[2];

printf("Content-type: text/plain\n\n");

if (getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH")) { /* if this variable is not empty */
len = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));  /* get length in char's */
printf("content length = %d\n\n", len);

}
else  {     /* failed to get anything useful */

fprintf(stderr, "Nothing received\n");
return(-1);      /* terminate the program */

}

for (i = 0; i < len; i++) {
equal_sign = 0;  /* re-initialize equal_sign flag */
ch = getchar();
switch(ch) {

case '&':      /* end of a name=value pair */
ch = '\n';
break;

case '+':      /* a blank character */
ch = ' ';
break;

case '=':      /* an equal character */
equal_sign = 1;     /* set flag to true */
break;
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case '%':      /* a special character in a 2-digit hex */
hex[0] = getchar();
hex[1] = getchar();
i = i + 2;          /* increment char counter */

{   /* covert char hex to an int -- can be a sub-program */
int j;
ch = 0;             /* use ch as a small int */
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) {

switch(hex[j]) {
case '0':

ch = ch * 16;  break;
case '1':

ch = ch * 16 + 1; break;
case '2':

ch = ch * 16 + 2; break;
case '3':

ch = ch * 16 + 3; break;
case '4':

ch = ch * 16 + 4; break;
case '5':

ch = ch * 16 + 5; break;
case '6':

ch = ch * 16 + 6; break;
case '7':

ch = ch * 16 + 7; break;
case '8':

ch = ch * 16 + 8; break;
case '9':

ch = ch * 16 + 9; break;
case 'A':
case 'a':

ch = ch * 16 + 10; break;
case 'B':
case 'b':

ch = ch * 16 + 11; break;
case 'C':
case 'c':

ch = ch * 16 + 12; break;
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case 'D':
case 'd':

ch = ch * 16 + 13; break;
case 'E':
case 'e':

ch = ch * 16 + 14; break;
case 'F':
case 'f':

ch = ch * 16 + 15; break;
}  /* switch */

} /* for loop */
}   /* coversion */
break;    /* for readability, not needed */

}  /* outer switch */

if (equal_sign)
printf(" --> ");

else
putchar(ch);

}  /* outer for loop */
return(0);    /* cool */

}  /* main */
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*  HTML statement

<form method="post" action="http://www.cse.fau.edu/cgi-
bin/webp/form_env.sh">

*  Shell script – form_env.sh
#!/bin/sh
echo "Content-type: text/plain"
echo
env

 For more information:

http://wdvl.com/Authoring/Scripting/WebWare/Server
http://www.efn.org/webbuild/tut_form.html#response
http://snowwhite.it.brighton.ac.uk/~mas/mas/courses/html/html.html
http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/cgi/overview.html
http://www.webthing.com/tutorials/cgifaq.html
http://www.cc.ukans.edu/~acs/docs/other/forms-intro.shtml
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Servlet

 What is a servlet?

 A servlet is a generic server extension.

 A servlet is a small, pluggable extension to a
Java-enabled server.

 A Java-enabled server may be a Web server,
mail server, FTP server, application server,
or any custom server.

 To be specific, a server that can
interpret/execute java.class programs.

 A servlet is a Java class that can be loaded
dynamically to expand the functionality of a
server.

 Servlets are most often used with Web
servers to provide an alternative/replacement
for CGI scripts.

 Servlets may be viewed as server-based
applets.
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 However, they have no user interface, nor
are they event-driven.

 A servlet runs within a JVM.

 Safe and portable.

 Better performance, since servlets are
handled by separate threads of the server
process.

 Some applications of servlets

 Processing data received over the Web using
an HTML form.

 Examples: e-commerce, remote database
processing.

 Enabling collaboration among people.

 Examples: on-line conferencing, distributed
authoring.

 Forwarding requests.
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 Examples: load balancing, distributed
processing.

 Servlet Engines

 Servlet engines are needed for servlets
development and deployment.

 There are three flavors of servlet engines:
standalone, add-on, and embeddable.

 Standalone servlet engines:

 A standalone servlet engine provides built-in
support for servlets.

 Add-on servlet engines:

 An add-on servlet engine functions as a
plug-in to an existing server.

 Embeddable servlet engines:

 An embeddable servlet engine is a
lighweight servlet deployment platform
embedded in an application server.
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 Core servlet methods

 Several core methods are defined with respect to
servlets:

 init(): To initialize the servlet each time it is
first loaded or reloaded.

 service(): To performed requested works. Most
of the servlet's code is provided here.

 destroy(): To perform a final cleanup before
the servlet is terminated.

Note: All the methods above are placeholder
methods.

 They are empty unless overridden by the
programmer.

 They are called at the appropriate moments
on your behalf.
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 A servlet template

import javax.servlet.*;

public class className extends GenericServlet
{

public void init(ServletConfig sc) throws ServletException
{

// Called once before any services are made.
}

public void service(ServletRequest req, ServletResponse
res) throws ServletException

{
// Performs requests and sends back responses

}

public void destroy()
{

// A last-minute clean-up before servlet terminates
}

}
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 Example: A simple servlet

1  import java.io.*;
2  import javax.servlet.*;

3  public class SimpleSr extends GenericServlet
4  {
5     public void init(ServletConfig sc) throws ServletException
6     {
7         super.init(sc);     // is recommended to do this every time
8     }

9 public void service(ServletRequest req, ServletResponse res)
10            throws ServletException
11     {
12         res.setContentType("text/plain");   // default
13         try {
14            ServletOutputStream  sos = res.getOutputStream();

15 sos.println("Server name = " + req.getServerName());
16            sos.println("Server port = " + req.getServerPort());
17            sos.println("Remote host = " + req.getRemoteHost());
18            sos.println("Remote Address = " + req.getRemoteAddr());
19            sos.println("Protocol = " + req.getProtocol());
20            sos.println("Scheme = " + req.getScheme());
21            sos.close();
22         } catch(IOException ioe) {
23            ioe.printStackTrace();
24         }
25     }

26 public void destroy()
27     {
28         // ...
29     }
30  }  // SimpleSr
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 Program output
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 For more information on servlet engines:

 http://jserv.java.sun/.com/products/java-
server/servlets/environments.html

 http://www.cse.fau.edu/resources/sw/servlet.html
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